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Your Truly Bespoke Entertainment Solution

DESIGN OUR LOOK - TAiLOR YOUR MUSIC
The Party and Wedding specialist catering for all events.
Tailor your whole event from top to bottom with our bespoke DJ set ups.
And add that Platinum touch with our fantastic extra’s.

Extra services include:

Love Letters | Led initials | Led dance floors | Live Sax |
Live Violin | Percussionists | Acoustic guitar & singer | String quartet |
Stilt Walkers | Fire Shows | Waiters | Dancers | Photo Booth |
Magic Mirror | Led Drapes and backdrops

For more info please contact us:
Herts: 01707 594 836 | London: 0203 633 4736 | Mobile: 07946 836 836
Enter Voucher code “MAINEVENT” for 25% off your bespoke DJ set up

www.platinumdisco.co.uk
Making your dreams a reality
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Simply Luther
Steve Williamson

Steve Williamson is a male vocalist who pays tribute to the late Luther Vandross in his own way as
Simply Luther. He is also a lover of all kinds of Soul & Motown and Gospel Music.
Steve’s musical journey started in his home town of Sheffield at 2 years old, where he was heavily influenced by
his late father a devoted Evangelist, who regularly encouraged singing in the home and church.
At the age of 17, Steve moved to Birmingham, where he joined the local church choir. He practiced every Sunday
for 2 hours, singing songs from gospel artist like The Winans, Fred Hammond, Daryl Coley, Kim Burrell and Donnie
McClurkin, that would go on to develop his unique vocal sound and style. He further developed his singing ability
by listening to artists like Luther Vandross, Lionel Richie, Stevie Wonder, Ella Fitzgerald, George Benson
and Marvin Gaye. Just recently, Steve graced the stage (at her request) with famed artist
Jocelyn Brown solidifying him as a rising star.
For three years Steve worked with X-FACTOR, - UK, where he sang background vocals for over 45 sessions
for various artists on the show. This generated much attention for Steve, including the original
Luther Vandross background singers prompting him to commence with his solo career.
Steve continues to sell out shows all over the UK and is now embarking on his North, South,
East & West Simply Luther Tribute Tour for 2019 in the UK.
Steve has a great fun loving personality, unique vocal style and all the good looks of a true professional singer.
His beautiful GOD given sounding voice is second to none and his performance will delight
and minister to even the most hardened audiences.
For bookings please contact Steve on 07734622183 or via email at steve7will@simplyluther.com or by sending
an enquiry message via the Simply Luther Website: simplyluther.godaddysites.com

simplyluther.godaddysites.com
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Scarlett Heart

WEDDINGS & EVENTS

♥

THE COMPLETE PERSONAL PACKAGE
Our unique, bespoke package that includes
all of the following:

♥ Table Centre Pieces & Decorations
♥ Top Table Curtain. LED’s & Drapes
♥ Wedding Cake or Cupcakes
♥ Live Music All Day
♥ DJ With State of the Art Light & Sound
♥ White LED Starlite Dancefloor
♥ Room Uplighting
♥ 3 Hour Photo Booth inc. Images on USB
♥ Giant LED ‘LOVE’ Letters
♥ ‘MR & MRS’ Cakepop Wedding Favours
♥ Table Plan and Guest Place Cards
♥ Vintage Sweet Cart Loaded with Candy
♥ Vintage Wishing Well or Post Box

ONLY

£2395

CHAIR COVERS
& SASHES OF
YOUR CHOICE

FREE

WITH THE FULL
PACKAGE

WWW.SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
MOB: 07445 690079 OFFICE: 01702 876 090
INFO@SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
Scarlett Hearts Wedding_FPA_AB27.indd 1
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main event Wedding Shows
♥ Stunning Venues ♥ Quality Suppliers
♥ Stress free wedding shopping
♥ Exclusive discounts available at many shows

www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

Spring shows
essex

one of the largest
wedding shows
in essex

N

♥ 150 stand including venues
♥ 11am-3.30pm
THE LION house

HYLANDS HOUSE

Main Rd, Boreham,
Chelmsford CM3 3JA

Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford CM2 8WQ

SATURDAY 13TH APRIL

CHELMSFORD CITY
RACECOURSE
SATURDAY 6TH &
SUNDAY 7TH APRIL

Chelmsford City Racecourse,
Chelmsford CM3 1QP

FIVE LAKES

APTON HALL

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt
Knights CM9 8HX

Apton Hall Rd, Rochford
SS4 3RH

SUNDAY 12TH MAY

herts

HUTTON HALL

HANBURY MANOR

(12.30 pm to 4.30 pm)
Hutton Village, Brentwood
CM13 1RX

A Marriott Hotel & Country Club,
Ware SG12 0SD

SUNDAY 19TH MAY

SUNDAY 28TH APRIL

SUNDAY 28TH APRIL

SUNDAY 19TH MAY

beds

THE SWISS GARDEN,
SHUTTLEWORTH
SUNDAY 19TH MAY

The Swiss Garden, Old Warden Park,
Old Warden, Biggleswade, SG18 9EP

All shows run from 11am - 3.00 pm unless otherwise stated
6
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essex

Autumn shows
one of the largest
wedding shows
in essex

N

♥ 150 stand including venues
♥ 11am-3.30pm

APTON HALL

THE ROOM IN THE RODINGS

Apton Hall Rd, Rochford
SS4 3RH

Dunmow Rd, Beauchamp Roding,
Ongar CM5 0PF

SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

FIVE LAKES

LITTLE EASTON MANOR

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt
Knights, CM9 8HX

Park Road, Dunmow CM6 2JN

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER

CHELMSFORD CITY
RACECOURSE
SATURDAY 7TH &
SUNDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER
Chelmsford City Racecourse,
Chelmsford CM3 1QP

HUTTON HALL

THE RAYLEIGH CLUB

(12.30pm to 4.30pm)
Hutton Village, Brentwood, CM13 1RX

Hullbridge Road, Hullbridge
SS6 9QS

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER –

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER

HYLANDS HOUSE

CROMWELL MANOR

THE REID ROOMS

Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford CM2 8WQ

Watt Tyler Lane, Pitsea SS16 4UH

Marks Hall Lane, Margaret
Roding, Chelmsford CM6 1QT

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

CHANNELS ESTATE

ORSETT HALL

Pratts Farm Lane East, Little Waltham
Essex CM3 3PT

Prince Charles Avenue, Orsett,
Essex RM16 3HS

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER

SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

Pre-register
online to receive
free entry and
your copy of
absolute bridal
magazine

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER

spring/summer 2019
Showpages.indd 7
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VAULTY MANOR

THE LION house

Goldhanger Road, Heybridge,
Maldon CM9 8BQ

Main Rd, Boreham,
Chelmsford CM3 3JA

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

SATURDAY 2ND NOVEMBER

Pre-register
online to receive
free entry and
your copy of
absolute bridal
magazine

hertfordshire

HANBURY MANOR

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER
A Marriott Hotel & Country Club,
Ware SG12 0SD

THE COACH HOUSE AT
FORTY HALL

COLTSFOOT COUNTRY
RETREAT

Forty Hill, Enfield, EN2 9HA

14 Coltsfoot Ln, Datchworth,
Knebworth SG3 6SB

SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER

show
SPONSORS
BROCKET HALL

St Michael’s Manor

Brocket Hall, Welwyn, AL8 7XG

Fishpool St, St Albans AL3 4RY

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

bedfordshire

Sunday 27th October

cambridgeshire

www.coojewellers.com

www.spjuk.com

THE HOUSE, SHUTTLEWORTH SWYNFORD MANOR
SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
The House, Old Warden Park,
Biggleswade, SG18 9EA

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER (12.00 pm to 4.00 pm)
London Road, Six Mile Bottom,
Newmarket CB8 0UE

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

For more information on these shows, please contact us:
T: 01245 895470 E: info@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

W: www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
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We would like to personally invite you to...

The Largest Wedding Show in Essex

C helmsford City Racecourse

o
o
6th & 7th April

Image supplied by: www.sophierosebridal.com

11am 3:30pm

o
o
o
o
o

Pre-register to
save time on
the day

FREE ENTRY

Over 150 stands including venues
Live Music/Food Tasting

First 50 brides through the door
on both days will recieve a FREE
wedding planning diary!

Autumn show on 7th & 8th
September...watch out for
new & exciting announcements!
Event Sponsor

Call 01245 895470 | www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

CCR_Invite_v3.indd 1
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News
Meet the
team

From the Editor

C
Vanessa Challis

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd
 Gorgeous

gowns of loose
layers and dreamy
fabrics on page 52



Travel inspo
for the perfect
honeymoon
destination on
page 120

ongratulations you’re engaged! Now let us
help you plan the BEST DAY ever!
This issue is packed full of everything that
is pretty for a spring and summer wedding, including
our ‘It’s all about the dress’ edit helping you nail your
wedding day style with a selection of gorgeous gowns
from 3 top bridal designers, plus fabulous fashion
finds your bridesmaids will need.
We LOVE a real wedding and sharing them with you
all! In this issue we have 3 wonderful weddings you
will simply swoon over, offering you plenty of inspo
to help style your special day - you’ll want to steal all
their ideas.
Plus our ‘Honeymoon Hotspots’ edit of the most
stylish destinations around the globe for a once in-a
lifetime honeymoon, offering you unique ideas for
your first married trip.
Happy planning!

Emilia
editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

Linda Grant

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

Lydia Adams
Office Manager
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Tanaka Kadete
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Donna Pearce
Advertising and
wedding show sales

LUXURY RURAL HIDEAWAY

Style-led exclusive-use wedding venue Millbridge
Court set in the heart of the Surrey countryside,
now features a private, self-contained bridal
suite named ‘The Hideaway’. Offering newlyweds a space in which to truly retreat at the
end of their day. The venue caters for up to 150
guests across a multitude of spaces including
two modern reception barns, a striking atrium,
welcoming lobby and lounge areas, outdoor
arbour for ceremonies and beautifully landscaped
gardens. For accommodation, there are seven
guest bedrooms and a stunning bridal suite.
www.millbridgecourt.co.uk

The Hideaway

Lena Chakir
Administrative Executive

Rachel Bray
Accounts Executive

LOVE LETTERS from

Ted Baker

Ever the romantic, this season Ted is playing
cupid with the elegant LOVED SCRIPT
collection. The LARNA necklace and
LAKIA bracelet make the prettiest finishing
touch for any bridesmaid or wedding guest.
Show your occasion wear some LOVE!
Ted Baker LARNA Necklace,Yellow Gold,
£49.00, John Lewis
Cover photo
Chris Douglas
photography
www.cdouglasphoto.com
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Do you have news you’d like to share with
our magazine? Get in touch with us at
editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
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BRIDAL
BEAUTY

Yet to decide on a makeup look for your
wedding day? Lord & Berry to the rescue!
To create picture perfect bridal makeup
opt for their new Perfect Skin Foundation,
super creamy with medium coverage,
designed to look and feel like skin for the
most natural- looking finish. Or try their
new Absolute Lipstick in Pale Mauve; this
high pigment lipstick delivers a vibrant
bright satin finish.
Perfect Skin Foundation - £25.00.
Absolute Lipstick in Pale
Mauve - £17.00
www.lordandberry.com

Kyoto top £120.00
Amalfi trousers £110.00

HEN PARTY GOALS WITH
MATALAN

Looking for Bride and Hen supplies? Matalan
have launched their online Bride and Hen
range, including, cute matchy-matchy bridal
nightwear, from luxe satin PJs and robes
to cool camis and nighties. As well as
swimsuits for the Bride To Be and the
Bride Squad there are matching
beach sarongs and also Slogan
Beach Dresses.
Not forgetting plenty of trinkets and
treats such as candles, cosmetic bags and
practical things that you and your bridal party
will use on the wedding day, i.e. matching
PJs/robes so you all look photo-ready
throughout the bridal preparations
and lip gloss so that they can top up their
smile throughout the day.
www.matalan.co.uk

Hair
Hero
MONAT Clarifying shampoo,for desirable,

glossy looks on your big day this gentle cleansing
shampoo removes impurities and excess oil
without weighing your hair down. Removing
environmental toxins, it provides a deep clean
without stripping or drying out your hair. Perfect
for all hair types this vegan friendly/cruelty free
formula will help remove stubborn build up.
£30.00
www.monatglobal.com/uk

Dresses for the modern bridesmaid
or best dressed guest
Rewritten is designed for all of those damn cool bridesmaids
and awesome party guests out there. Inspired by the oversized,
billowing, silhouettes of the 1970’s, Rewritten London’s new
collection is an exciting celebration of vivid colour and fluid
movement. With a heavy emphasis on the mix and match
trend, flowing palazzo trousers are teamed with a kimono style
wrap top.
www.wearerewritten.com
spring/summer 2019

News-new.indd 11
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Weddings & Events
Specialists in dance ﬂoors, decor & entertainment extras

LED Danceﬂoor
Hire

Photo Booth
Hire

Selﬁe Mirror
Hire

5ft LED Letter
Hire

DLT Entertainment are an events equipment hire company based in Enﬁeld,
Middlesex but covering London, Hertfordshire and Essex providing and hiring out
photobooths, lighting, danceﬂoors, magic mirrors and more for weddings, partys,
corporate events and bar mitzvahs.

Ivory Blossom
Tree Hire

Venue Lighting
Hire

Flower Wall
Hire

LED Furniture
Hire

Find us on:

DLT_FPA_AB31.indd 1
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Designer showcase
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THE DRESS
BIG DAY STYLE
NAIL YOUR WEDDING DAY IN ONE
OF THESE GOREGOUS DRESSES FROM
OUR BRIDAL DESIGNER EDIT

14

Katya Katya
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Designer showcase
Left: Harbour top
& Woburn skirt
Below: Harbour top
& Euston skirt

HALFPENNY LONDON
Want simple, stylish and chic – choose Kate Halfpenny
designs for a modern and effortlessly cool style
Finsbury dress
& Marylebone
sleeves
Bloomsbury corset
& Peter skirt

Woburn skirt
& Oliver dress

Mayfair dress

Berwick top &
Victor dress matte
Breeze dress

T

Euston jacket &
Finsbury dress

he Air That We Breathe
collection includes sixteen
beautifully crafted designs,
each one named after a different
place in London. Incorporating
couture techniques with delicate
textiles including lace, tulle,
organza, satin, silk and sequins,
each unique piece falls gracefully
and effortlessly, allowing gentle
movement and flow.
SPRING/SUMMER 2019

Designer showcase.indd 15
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Designer showcase
Left: Nix Dress
Below: Leonis Dress
Right: Orion Dress

PRONOVIAS
Lacerta Dress

Embrace romance, with sweet
embroidery and a touch of sparkle,
Provovias creates timeless, sophisticated
silhouettes with a modern twist
Hyperion Dress
Vulcania Dress

Volantia Dress

P

ronovias latest collection
Lynx Dress
captures the stars and
scatters a glittering
constellation of new bridal gowns
that will make you feel just as
luminescent and stunning from
aisle to dancefloor. Delicate, soft
and comfortable, their A-Line
dresses feature luxurious touches
such as draperies, carefully
choreographed beading, lace
placements, 3D flowers and golden
thread to evoke a stellar glow. This
is the Pronovias magic, and it is
lighter and brighter than ever.

16

Above: Nashira Dress
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Why not join us
at one of our
wedding fayres?
Held every 6 weeks
- it’s a great way
to meet all our
suppliers

www.martelsevents.co.uk | 01371 871969

Wear Me

Martels Bridal Boutique
Christine’s Occasion Wear
COO Jewellers
dapper chaps men’s formal wear

Evolution Discos
Evo inflatables
Zoe Alexandria - Pianist
Sylar Magician

Shotton Photography
TM Catering Hire
Truly, Gladly, Sweetly
Quint London
Wedding Reel

Hire me/Buy Me

Help Me

Entertain Me

Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Eat Me

Jennifer Cakes
Dukes Kitchen
Premier Crew Hospitality

Alison White Wedding Flowers
Evo Event Hire
Wooden Bench Hire Company

The Essex Events Company
Rebecca Beecham Travel Counsellors

Please see our website for more information on the companies based at Martels

Martels_FPA_AB31.indd 1
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Designer showcase

Left: Carmen Dress & Solitaire
Belt (styled as headband)
Above: Orelia Dress
Right: Eliza Dress

Celeste Dress

TEMPERLEY LONDON
Our perfect pick for the sweetest style. Floaty skirts
and light, dreamy fabrics – Temperley creates effortless,
delicate wedding gowns for the contemporary bride.
Left:Winnie Dress
Below: Aubrey White
Dress

Fitted Toledo
Dress

Q

uintessentially British,
Temperley Bridal is
utterly romantic and
ethereal in style.
Their decadent wedding dresses
are exquisitely executed from
the finest tulles, silks and laces
and adorned with intricate
embroidery crafted and applied
by hand.
18

Lila Dress
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At bridal
Peaches,
we can
off
offer
er you
a friendly,
professional
service
andSincerity
with
Peaches
range
consists
of designs
by Alfred
Angelo,
Bonny,
and
20 years
of experience,
we haveselection
the knowledge
expertise
you
Venus.
We also
have a specialised
of plusand
size
gowns, to
theensure
‘Unforgettable’
havebyallBonny
the information
youfor
need
when
looking
Bridal
Gown.
range
Bridal caters
brides
sized
18 tofor
34.your
With
dresses
in every
With a vastconceivable
range of styles,
sizes,
you
the opportunity
stylefabrics
we areand
sure
you’ll
behave
impressed!
to try a variety of gowns at aff
affordable
ordable prices.

Peaches Wedding Shop
92 The Stow, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3AP
Telephone 01279 414101
Email info@peachesweddings.co.uk
Opening hours:

Monday & Saturday: 10-5 Tuesday • Thursday & Friday: 10-4
Thursday & Friday:
Monday & Saturday: 10-5 | Tuesday, Thursday
Closed Wednesday • Closed Sunday
10-4 | Closed Wednesday and Sunday

www.peachesweddings.co.uk

Bespoke Bridal Gowns

We offer:

♥ Wedding Dress Design
and creation
♥ Resizing and Restyling
♥ Alterations
♥ Bridesmaids Dresses
♥ Veils, Fascinators and
Accessories
♥ Beading and Embellishing
Existing Garments

itsastitch.co.uk

E: agneskulinsk@yahoo.co.uk
T: 07595 725 398
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Oh, Sweetie!

ADD THE FINISHING TOUCHES TO YOUR SPECIAL OCCASION WITH OUR
BESPOKE SWEET CART AND DOUGHNUT WALL PACKAGES AND
HANDCRAFTED FAVOURS.

10%
DISCOUNT

on cakes with
four plus
whole cheeses

Quote
AB31

BOOK BY 30 SEPTEMBER 2019 AND GET 10% OFF WITH CODE:

OH_SWEETIE@YAHOO.COM
OHSWEETIE_UK
OHSWEETIEUK

Bem Casados favours!!

Mini cakes filled with a secret recipe of dulce de leche cream,
beautifully wrapped. The words bem casado means “good
marriage” in portuguese. It is traditionally served at weddings
to bring luck and prosperity to the newly married couple,
symbolizing their union and compromise.
Well Married Fine Sweets & Table Decor is a family local business
located in the West Thurrock area, Essex. We are pleased to offer
delicious and beautiful favours, made to order and customised
according to the decoration and desires of our clients. Also, we
offer special gift boxes for bridesmaids, groomsmen and parents.

OFFER: Orders over 200 units get a free Bem Casados box with
8 example units for the Bride and Groom to choose which
design they would like for their wedding day.

+44 07462 288 666

020_AB30.indd 1

www.wellmarried.co.uk

@wellmarried
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Dresses
for every bride

Dress Code Nine

P
PP
P

Call 01376 587949, or email
perfectdress@dresscodenine.co.uk to book your appointment.

(and bridal party)

P
PP
P

Newly engaged girls, take note – this dress shop of
dreams won’t want to be missed

At Dress Code Nine you are sure to find your dream wedding dress amongst
their collection of bridal gowns to ensure you feel great and look beautiful on
your special day.
You will find a carefully curated selection of dresses from leading designers,
from the likes of, Art Couture, Christina Wu, Eternity Bridal, Eliza and Ethan to
name just a few.  Plus a stunning collection of bridesmaid’s dresses by Christina
Wu, Eliza and Ethan and Richard Designs available in many colours and styles to
match your theme.  As well as the mother of the bride, mother of the groom
dresses are available from a range of designers, this includes their fantastic range
of ladies trouser outfits.
Dress Code Nine also offer a bespoke bridal design service. They are able to
take your concept, design the dress and then ultimately make it exactly to your
original brief. This service is great for those who want something a little bit
different. Carla and her team are on hand to ensure they guide you through
the process of choosing the dream dress in an unpressured and relaxed way.
They are super passionate about creating a relaxed and unpressured
experience when it comes to finding your perfect wedding dress, the
experience all starts with ample free parking owing to their rural location,
its the aim of Carla and her team that by the time you have finished your
appointment you will have experienced white dress heaven without stress.

Dress Code Nine

HELPING YOU FIND THAT PERFECT DRESS

Appointment only boutique where you will have a private appointment just for you and
your guests to relax and enjoy the experience of ﬁnding your perfect dress.
We stock bridal gowns, bridesmaid, mother of the bride/groom, prom and evening wear.
Based just outside of Kelvedon 10 minutes from Freeport Braintree with ample parking
and easy access to our boutique.
T: 01376 587949 | www.dresscodenine.co.uk |
Unit 21A Allshots Enterprises, Woodhouse Lane, Kelvedon, Essex CO5 9DF
22
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Bella Sposa
Bridal Boutique

Stockists of Justin Alexander Signature Collection
Part of Pronovias Fashion Group
Stockists of St Patricks White One Collection
Richards Designs and Mary’s Bridal.
Bridalwear, bridesmaid, flower girl and accessories.

01708 228200 | info@bellasposa-bridal.co.uk | www.bellasposa-bridal.co.uk






MADE TO MEASURE
READY TO WEAR / HIRE
TWEED SPECIALISTS
BRIDAL BOUTIQUE ON 1ST FLOOR
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London/Essex based Photographer shooting Weddings & Engagements across the UK and overseas.
We are specialists in natural images that are full of emotion. If you are looking for a young and
personable Photographer who will make you and your guests feel totally at ease in front
of the camera, then we could be the perfect fit for your big day.
Get in touch, we'd love to hear from you...
www.lindrumphotography.com | 07848803882 | josh@lindrumphotography.com

@lindrumphotography
Lindrum photography_FPA_AB31.indd 1
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Simply Sweet Candy Co. will help you give your wedding day that WOW factor

Here at Simply Sweet Candy Co, we are a family run business based on the Essex coast. We cover Essex, Kent,
Suffolk and surrounding areas. Our aim is to work with you to help make your day a special one. With our
selection of stunning accessories to choose from, any one of them will help add that special touch to your day.

Call 07787897755 Email simplysweetcandyco@hotmail.com

www.simplysweetcandyco.co.uk

HIRE CHERYL TO CAPTURE YOUR WEDDING
DAY ON CANVAS, SHE’LL BEGIN PAINTING
HOURS BEFORE YOUR GUESTS ARRIVE, SHE’LL
THEN PRESENT YOUR PAINTING TO YOU AT
THE END OF YOUR EVENING RECEPTION.
A TRULY UNIQUE TOUCH TO YOUR
WEDDING DAY, AND YOUʼLL HAVE A
PAINTING TO TAKE HOME AND
TREASURE FOREVER.
Available for hire all over the UK & abroad.
For enquiries please email Cheryl on idoweddingart@outlook.com

025_AB30.indd 1
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Maids with style
Earrings,
£1.50 Primark

TH&TH

Envela Bag, £50.00
www.dunelondon.com

Ballerina
blush

Hattie & Pearl Chain Tassle Drop
Earrings, £22.00,
www.oliverbonas.com

Delicate layers of ballerina-inspired
tulle make for the sweetest style.
Stick to soft blush and nude tones in
sweeping -maxi silhouettes.

Gwyneth Lace Maxi
Dress, £99.00,
uk.monsoon.co.uk

Millie Floral Strap
Pleated Bridesmaid
Dress, £135.00
Lipsy London

Luna Smoked Orchid Dress,
£180, www.thandth.com

Dusty Pink Flare Sleeve
Lace Tiered
Mini Dress, £45.00
Prettylittlething.com

Diamonte Trim Heeled Sandal,
£24.99, www.deichmann.com/GB
26

Hair Clip, £5.00,
uk.accessorize.com
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 Over 60 stunning colours to choose
 Made to order, any length, any size
 Matching children’s Multiway dresses
 FREE matching bust bandeau included
 Multiple ways to wear to suit everyone

Quote Absolute Bridal to receive a SPECIAL
DISCOUNTED PRICE on all Multiway Dresses

Order yours today!

07731 470242

laclosetdechanel

A stunning collection of wedding dresses
from collections such as Allure, Phoenix,
Ladybird and more
Over 300 bridesmaid dresses from
The Dessy Group, the largest selection in Essex
Ample free parking
Late night and weekend appointments

hilaryb.co.uk
Call us 01206 578889 / Email us info@hilaryb.com
Greenacres, Harts Lane, Ardleigh, Colchester, Essex CO7 7QQ

027_AB30.indd 1
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KATYA KATYA
‘It is such a blessing
to do what you
truly love and create
wonderful dresses
and see how women’s
eyes light up when
they wear my creations.’

28

For dreamy designs that ooze romance, versatility
and comfort, look no further than these
vintage- inspired, whimsical creations

KATYA KATYA is a
London based designer
label that offers a
unique selection of
feminine bridal and
womenswear pieces
from Katya Shehurina.
Originally from Latvia,
Katya loved fashion and designing from
an early age. ‘I grew up in a loving
family and creative atmosphere, where
my passion for designing was always
encouraged. I was only 4 when I started
making clothes. Fashion was always
part of my life and becoming a designer
was always meant to be. It is such a
blessing to do what you truly love and
create wonderful dresses and see how
women’s eyes light up when they wear
my creations.’
After Katya graduated from the
prestigious ESMOD fashion design
school studying the craft of couture,

she decided to launch her own business
with her childhood friend Marina in
2007. Together they founded KATYA
KATYA specialising in divinely modern,
feminine made to order gowns.
Katya’s first flagship boutique opened in
London in 2011 and is now located in
the lovely borough of Chelsea, offering
both bridal and occasion-wear gowns
for the whole bridal party. Focusing
on her unique design style which
reflects impeccable craftsmanship and
a lightweight ethereal finish. Blending
modern vintage inspired styles with
opulent lace and silk materials, Katya’s
vision is to create beautifully crafted
made-to-order garments that combine
forward thinking designs and timeless
elegance. Only using the finest materials
Katya’s bridal gowns have a bohemian
feel that ooze romance, versatility and
comfort, with interchangeable elements
to suit every woman. One of Katya’s

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Blending modern vintage
inspired styles with opulent
lace and silk materials,
Katya’s vision is to create
beautifully crafted
made- to-order garments
that combine forward
thinking designs
and timeless elegance.

signatures is different coloured
slips to wear under the lace dresses
for a bespoke touch, or to switch-up
the look of a gown from ceremony
to reception.
Although an affinity for bohemian
styles and exclusively feminine cuts
resonates throughout her work, Katya
finds great inspiration in the diversity
of the contemporary world ensuring
a wholly enduring aesthetic.
KATYA KATYA latest bridal
collection, Wanderlust is inspired by
the desire to wander on life journeys
with your loved one. The elegant
designs take you on a voyage of lifetime
love, transporting you to a place of
spellbinding beauty.
This main collection includes an
array of enchanting dresses, in
addition KATYA KATYA have
introduced an exciting new concept
into the new range, presenting bridal
separates. Offering four tops and four
skirts which can all be mixed and
matched for a truly unique wedding
day look.

The KATYA KATYA Wanderlust
collection includes signature designs
from past collections, however accented
with different lace or crafted detailing.
Executed from the finest tulles, silks,
and French and Italian laces this
stunning array of dresses mixes a cool
and timeless feel - creating a chic yet
luxe edge to the designs.
Adorned with intricate embroidery,
illuminating pearls and Swarovski
embellishments, KATYA KATYA
dresses epitomises sophistication,
creating the ultimate fantasy dress for
the bride.
Soft flowers trail over the body,
emphasising the gown with hand
crafted applique. Not forgetting the
back detail, KATYA KATYA frames
the back masterfully with baroque
style scalloping along with the on-trend
bohemian feel, including off-theshoulder neckline to increase comfort
in her signature unstructured gowns.
To book your appointment
info@katyakatya.co.uk or visit
www.katyakatya.co.uk
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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D H Bridal Designs
Autumn/Winter 2019
~ Roma Collection

Occasions for less
Mother of bride
outfitS froM £75

 Condici
 John Charles
 Ian Stuart  Ispirato
 Cabotine  Zeila
daywear froM £15
 Frank

Lyman
 Lebek
 Pomodoro
 Marble

The inspiration for the dresses this season was taken from Rome,
Italy and many of the ideas were inspired by Roman architecture, also
drawing a lot of inspiration from the toga dress. The dresses created are:
Romantic, Feminine, Ethereal, Classic and Contemporary

hatS, faScinatorS,
ShoeS, bagS
froM £15

Referencing the 1920’s ladies garment of being elongated and straight with
a hemline reaching to the ﬂoor. The textiles techniques applied have been
embroidery and applique lace for this collection. The materials used are
primarily silks, every dress created features natural silk.
D H Bridal Designs also has an eco friendly approach as well as being
sourced and made here in the UK.

eVerything
greatLy reduced

SizeS 10 – 22

Please see: Bridal Wear | England | DHBridalDesigns for more information
Tel: +44 0750 774 9821

@dhbridaldesigns

dhbridaldesigns

dhbridaldesigns.co.uk

030_AB30.indd 1

John Street,
Royston SG8 9BE

Tel: 01763 244073
Email: info@occasionsforless.co.uk
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Christine’s Occasion Wear

Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Beautiful Clothes for all Occasions.

Zeila | Cabotine | Dress Code | Ispirato | Dressed Up | Linea Raffaelli | Lexus & Capollini shoes
Stunning outﬁts and co-ordinating accessories for Mother of the Bride and Groom and all other
Occasions and Events. Expert alteration service available to ensure your purchase is the perfect ﬁt.

01371 871500
www.christinesoccasionwear.co.uk
@christinesoccasionwear

Established 43 years.












Condici John Charles Ispirato Lisabella Ann Balon Lewis Henry
Linea Rafaelli Gina Bacconi Frank Lyman Ella Boo Claudia C







6 - 26
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Fashion

lies
beneath

What

“
”
If your weight
changes
between
choosing your
dress and your
final fitting
then always
get remeasured
before buying
your bra,
corset or
basque.

A lot of dresses today have internal
support in the top half and may
not require you to wear a bra or
corset, in which case you may just
need to consider what to wear
on the bottom and choose a full
lingerie set for the evening instead.
A good tip is to take a selection of
bras along with you to the fittings,
so when you choose your dress
you’ll already have an idea of what
lingerie you will need to purchase.
The important things to consider
will be the cut and fabric of the
dress and how it hugs the body,
as you want to avoid visible panty
lines and bra straps. Plus remember
to avoid opting for coloured
underwear as this will show under
light and delicate fabric.

Everything you need to know about wedding
lingerie and bridal underwear, for those who
are clueless about where to start. Here are
some handy hints from leading luxury lingerie
shop, Coco Boo, in Leigh-on-Sea, Essex

“”

B

ridal underwear quite often is the last thing on a
Bride’s ‘To Do’ list when there are so many other
things to be planning and lots more important
decisions to make in order to bring that perfect day together.
However, for you to look and feel your best in your dress
on the big day, it is worth considering what you intend
to wear underneath. Wearing the correct lingerie will
allow your dress to sit perfectly on and will ensure you’re
comfortable throughout the day and evening. Not to
mention you want to feel amazing in it.

There’re many gorgeous bridal lingerie fabrics and styles
available, so take your time and have fun finding your perfect
match. You may want to wear something completely different to
your every day style, for example, fine lace or silks and satins are
a great choice for added luxe that will make you feel amazing for
your wedding day and night.
Don’t feel that everything has to be white or ivory, for your
wedding night you may want to go for a splash of colour, if you
have a favourite shade you look fab in then treat yourself to a
quality lingerie set, or some beautiful loungewear such as a silk
camisole and French knickers or a chemise with a matching robe.

We would advise choosing
your dress first and always
seek the advice from the bridal
shop or designer regarding
the support in the dress and
what they would recommend
wearing underneath.

There are many shades of white and
ivory, so match a shade that won’t
show underneath the dress or if
possible go for a skin or nude
tone that will not show through
most gowns.
If your dress doesn’t give you the
support you need and you have
found a perfect fitting bra that gives
you the shape you desire then it is
always worth asking if the fitter can
sew the bra into the dress. I have
had many requests from brides to
fit their chosen bra and incorporate
it into the dress. This is a great way
to avoid the problems of tricky
necklines where you are struggling
to find the right shape bra.

I would always recommend a
professional bra fitting service to
brides-to be, to ensure you get the
right cup and band size, allowing
you to have the best support you
require for the big day.
Another option to consider is
shapewear such as a slip dress or
control pants, which can help to
create a streamlined silhouette.

Once you get those practical lingerie solutions out of the way for the dress then just have fun and enjoy feeling fabulous!

32
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Our beautiful studio is nestled in the gorgeous Essex countryside, welcoming and
spacious for you and your guests. With our focus on customer service we are
dedicated in finding you the perfect dress for your day. Located just off the A120
between Colchester and Braintree with ample free parking.

Unit A1 East Gores Farm, Salmons Lane, Coggeshall Essex CO6 1RZ
T: 01376 564800 E: amarabridal@yahoo.com
amarabridalstudio
Amara Bridal_FPA_AB31.indd 1

www.amarabridalandprom.co.uk

Amara Bridal
27/03/2019 13:10
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Mitchells
Jewellers Limited
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Our bespoke design service is second to none and with our
relaxed and informal approach we aim to make your special
purchase a very memorable experience
Specialist in shape to fit handmade wedding sets

t: 01621 859969 / e: enquiries@mitchellsjewellers.com

www.mitchellsjewellers.co.uk

035_AB30.indd 1
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Grooms
Simon Carter
three-piece suit,
£560.00

BIG DAY,

RIGHT
OUTFIT
Leading menswear designer
Simon Carter shares his style advice
for the fashion-forward groom

There’s really only one golden rule when it comes to groom’s
outfits; wear what you like. Remember, it’s your day and so make
it your way.You’re not going to relax in front of the cameras
Simon Carter
and your guests if you hate the clothes you’re wearing. Don’t
pocket square,
succumb to pressure from parents, in laws or your best man.

Hackett
electric
blue jacket:
£575.00

Simon Carter
cufflinks, £65.00

£35.00

So let’s start at the most formal option. There’s nothing more traditional
than the morning suit. It’s an investment purchase; you’re not going to wear
it very often unless you’re a serial guest at very smart weddings; and don’t
put on weight, whatever you do. Favourbrook make a beautiful dove grey
morning suit for under £700. More practical is to hire, and this corner of the
market is well served by Moss Bros.
I’m a big fan of a waistcoat for grooms. Again, there are some lovely classic
styles such as the elegant Prince of Wales from Hackett with a very dandy
notched and these can be added to a sharp, well cut business suit to create
a good bridge between the modern and the traditional.

Hackett
waistcoat,
£195.00

There’s nothing wrong with a good suit for a wedding. Just make sure it fits.
If budget allows, then treat yourself to the best on Savile Row. Remember,
you’re still going to spend less that your wife to be will on her dress, but
you’ll have more wear. Here at Simon Carter we have a super crisp Blue
Mohair Three Piece which will impress the office post wedding just as much
as it will impress your guests.

Favourbrook
morning coat,
£690.00

Velvet has been a key fabric now for several seasons. If you’re wedding is in
the cooler months then this is a chic choice. Hackett always use great fabrics
and there electric blue jacket with it’s low shawl collar is a sophisticated look.
Of course, you may want to dispense with formality altogether. Perhaps a
beach wedding awaits, or your theme is much more relaxed. This is the
time to cue linen. Lightweight and breathable, you’ll feel comfortable
throughout the day. The Simon Carter dusty pink two button linen jacket
is just the ticket.
Finally to accessories. Detail is everything but don’t overdo it. A pocket
square, silk, of course is a must, as are cufflinks with those suits. A touch of
paisley in the top pocket is a good choice For the cufflinks, never stray into
novelty. Keep it simple.

Simon Carter dusty
pink two button linen
jacket, £345.00

To shop Simon Carter’s full collection visit www.simoncarter.net
36
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Direct-to-Consumer Lifestyle
Luxurious Atelier

MADE

IN

ENGLAND

TA I L O R M A D E
TO
F I NE

SUITS

FIT
AND

BLAZERS

http://tailormadetofit.com

037_AB30.indd 1

020 3322 7334
London | Zurich

QuintessentiaLLy DesigneD
Footwear & LeathergooDs
https://huskysmith.com
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luxury Giant tipi hire
We offer Giant tipis and
GlampinG pods for hire.
We cater for Weddings, Parties and Corporate events.
Packages available.
Venues available across Essex and Suffolk borders.

E: info@allseasonstipis.co.uk | M: 07506 855841 / 07967 635731

www.allseasonstipis.co.uk

As an experienced toastmaster,
my foremost desire is to
understand how you would
like your wedding to run and
then to work with everyone
involved to make it happen.
I will be delighted to discuss your ideas on the format of your day –
from very traditional to very modern and every combination in between.
Based in Kent, I regularly preside over events in Kent, London, Essex,
Surrey and Sussex as Toastmaster and Master of Ceremonies.

Call me and let’s discuss how I can help make your wedding
run smoothly and be special, enjoyable and memorable
for you and your guests!

07764 897739

toastmasterdaviddicara.co.uk
Toastmaster David DiCara
038_AB30.indd 1
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Dapper Chaps Men’s Wedding & Formal Wear
Martels Wedding Village, High Easter Road,
Barnston,Essex, CM6 1NA

Dapper Chaps_FPA_AB30.indd 1
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Real Wedding

How
laura &
matthew
said

“

“I

do

Laura 28 and Matthew 30 opted to
wed at Houchins, Coggeshall, a
traditional venue with a modern twist

How they met

We first met through a mutual friend,
it wasn’t until 9 months later when we
started running together that we began
dating. I think what attracted us to
each other wasn’t just the usual looks
and personalities, but more the fact you
couldn’t get two people more opposite
from each other.

Setting the scene

When we walked through the grounds
of Houchins we knew it was the
one! The tranquil gardens, and an
abundance of plants, took our breath
away. It ticked all our boxes, offering us
the beautiful grounds and outside space
we love so much, plus an intimate
setting for us to celebrate inside. We
were looking for something a little
different and this was it.

Time to celebrate

My main ambition for our wedding

40

day was for it to feel genuine, relaxed
and, of course, for our guests to have
an amazing time. As we wanted to use
the outside space as much as possible,
we had a selection of garden games to
entertain our guests, from giant jenga,
connect four, gladiators and hoopla,
which amused adults and kids alike.
Matt spent weeks producing a
comprehensive Spotify playlist,
covering every part of the day, all
tailored to offer a different atmosphere.
Subsequently we have listened to it
since the wedding and it’s taken us back
every time.
To continue the celebrations we had a
steel band after the ceremony, which
was a massive hit! It was a last minute
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decision, but we are so glad we did it,
because it was a huge talking point and
help create a wonderfully relaxed and
fun atmosphere early on.
We always planned a very laid-back
vibe for our wedding and therefore
the perfect treat for our guests for the
evening feast was a Dominos! And it
was a huge triumph with everyone.
We also had a sweetie cart full of our
favourites and a glorious tower of 350
Krispy Kreme doughnuts.

Memorable moments

The idea of walking down the aisle
with everyone looking at me filled me
with dread and it was one part of the
day I really wasn’t looking forward
too. We lost my dad when I was a
teenager and didn't much like the idea
of being given away. One day Matt
suggested that we could walk down the
aisle together, as we would be walking
towards married life in unison and it
clicked into place. The only person
that could keep me calm would be
Matt. We had approached all of our
obstacles so far together so this felt like
the perfect solution. Matt and I had a
moment to gather ourselves and really
prepare for the madness of the rest of
the day.
Whilst researching wedding décor,
I had come across the idea of the
‘1000 paper crane’ story from Japan.
In true Laura style I decided this was
a brilliant idea despite the fact that
neither of us are crafty or have the
slightest idea how to make an origami
paper crane. One of reasons I love
Matt is that I have a tendency to have
crazy ideas and Matt mostly manages
to find a way to make them work. The
paper cranes are a wonderful testament
of that. We made 1000 paper cranes
and decided the best place to display
them would be from the ceiling over
were we would be having our wedding
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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breakfast. These cranes haunted us
and took months to make, plus we
spent a small fortune on pastel pink
origami paper, but the finished look
was breath-taking.
One of the standout moments at the
wedding was during the breakfast
when a popular song was played and
everyone became very enthusiastic
and before the song was half way
through one of the trestle tables had
collapsed and the candles set the
table runner alight. It was fixed very
quickly, but it made for some brilliant
team work amongst staff and guests.
We lucked out when we met our
photographers; they really understood
us and what we wanted from our
day. Lorraine and Luke made us feel
really comfortable from the moment
we first met; we felt more like friends
than just another client to them.

Top tip

If you have an idea just go with it,
even if it doesn't fit the theme you’re
going for. We did this with the
steel band and turned out to be a
huge success.

Laura & Matthews
Little Black Book
Brides Dress

Rime Arodaky ‘Aston’ from the Mews
Bridal in Nottinghill.
www.themewsnottinghill.co.uk

Bridesmaids Dresses

Coast
www.coast-stores.com

Hair & Make- Up

Botias Hair & Make up
www.botias.co.uk

Venue

Houchins Barn, Coggeshall
www.houchins.co.uk

Groom’s suit

Anthony's Suit Hire
www.anthonyformalwear.co.uk

Florist

Miss Fleur Floristry
www.missfleurfloraldesign.co.uk/

Catering

Limeberry Catering
limeberrycatering.co.uk

Photography

42

L&L Photography & Video
www.landlphotographyvideo.co.uk
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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A husband and wife team, providing relaxed and natural photography / video unique to you.

L
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CONTACT US:
W: WWW.LANDLPHOTOGRAPHYVIDEO.CO.UK | E: LANDLPHOTOGRAPHYVIDEO@GMAIL.COM | T: 07732181365
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Beauty
Charlotte Tilbury Matte Revolution
Lipstick, Pillow Talk - £24.00

Bobbi Brown
Skin Long-Wear
Weightless
Foundation
SPF15 - £32.00

Laura Mercier Flawless
Lumière Radiance-Perfecting
Foundation - £36.00
Lancôme Teint
Idole Ultra Wear
SPF15 Foundation £33.50

BEST FOR LIPS
4 pink lipsticks for
a pretty day
Dior Forever Skin
Glow Foundation £37.00

Choose a kiss-proof lipstick that
will last on your wedding day.

Lipstick Queen
- Nudes, The
Truth - £22.00

MAC Powder Kiss Lipstick,
Reverence - £17.50

Base like a bride
Ace your base with these
4 foundation
Finding a perfect foundation for your
wedding day can be frustrating, we
have found 4 fab options.

Bobbi Brown Nourishing Lip
Colour, Pale Mauve - £24.50

The Bridal
t
i
d
E
y
t
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Bea
What’s hot in skincare and makeup? Discover the essential
edit of John Lewis beauty products for all your beauty needs
for your big day to honeymoon and beyond
Clarins Eye Liner Pencil, Carbon Black - £17.50

eye openers

Charlotte Tilbury Full
Fat Lashes Mascara,
Glossy Black - £23.00

Keep your eyes on the prize
with these magical mascaras
and eyeliners
Estée Lauder Double
Wear Zero-Smudge
Lengthening Mascara,
Black - £23.00
Giorgio Armani Lash Ecstasy
Mascara, Obsidian Black - £30.00

Dior Diorshow
Khôl Eyeliner Pencil,
Black £22.00

Charlotte Tilbury Rock 'N'
Kohl Liquid Eyeliner Pencil,
Bedroom Black - £19.00

Yves Saint Laurent Dessin Du Regard
Waterproof Eye Pencil, 1 Black - £21.00
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NARS Single Eyeshadow, Cabo San Lucas - £17.00

hair highs
MAC Magic Dust
Eyeshadow, Pretty
Dainty - £17.50

6 mane must-haves for
the best hair day ever
For this could you just
drop the header an
dcaption line
Aveda Thickening Tonic,
100ml - £22.00
Living Proof No
Frizz Nourishing Oil,
100ml - £36.00

4 best eyeshadows
Say ‘eye do’
with pretty
pink eyeshadow

OUAI Anti-Frizz
Hair Sheets, x
15 - £20.00

Yves Saint Laurent
Couture Eyeshadow
Palette, Love - £44.50

Bumble and
bumble Curl AntiHumidity Gel Oil,
150ml - £24.00

Living proof,
texture mist,
£14.00

Laura Mercier Sateen Eye
Colour, Sandstone - £19.50

Philip Kingsley
Coconut Breeze
Elasticizer - £19.50

hint of pink

Aveda Tulasara
Wedding Masque,
50ml - £49.00

Image credit Eden B. Studio

Nail your wedding day with
a soft pink shade

Charlotte Tilbury
Magic Skin
Cream - £49.00

Dior Vernis
Nail Polish, The
Essentials, Tra-LaLa 155 - £22.00

picture perfect skin
Hello to flawless skin with these 5 skinovators
It’s never too early to start your wedding day
skin prep, opt for one of these skin saviours
and your skin will glow.
Kiehl's Micro-Blur Skin
Perfector, 30ml - £24.50

Liz Earle Balancing Gel
Mask - £19.00

Liz Earle Skin Repair Moisturiser™
- Normal Combination, 50ml £22.00

TOM FORD Nail
Lacquer, Pink
Crush - £30.00

Nails Inc Gel
Effect Nail Polish,
14ml, Uptown £15.00

OPI Nails - Nail Lacquer Pinks, Getting Nadi On My
Honeymoon - £13.50

Visit www.johnlewis.com to see their full beauty selection
spring/summer 2019
Beautyboutique_new.indd 45
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Suzuki Beauty
Semi Permanent Make up

Whatever you need, semi permanent makeup, nipple reconstruction, scalp
pigmentation, microblading, eyebrow styling, facials, massages, manuicure,
pedicure, eyelashes, waxing...our competent team can help you!

Contact: 01245 443618 / 07467148576 | suzukicristiane@hotmail.com
104 Main RD, Broomfield, Chelmsford CM1 7AE.

www.suzukipermanentmakeup.co.uk

FlawlessLook
MAKING BEAUTY PERSONAL
Professionally trained makeup artist for bridal and special
occasions, covering Hertfordshire, Essex and London.
With over 8 years of experience and following the latest
trends to create a bespoke makeup look that will make you
feel beautiful and 100% satisﬁed on your special day.

07427 607 539

magdalena_mua@flawlesslook.co.uk
www.flawlesslook.co.uk
makeup by Magda
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Lucy’s Sparkles & Pearls

Bespoke hair accessories,
jewellery & brooch bouquets
with matching buttonholes

Phone: 07761566478 | Email: lucywoods@mail.com
lucyssparklesandpearls

lucys_sparkles_and_pearls

LucysSparklesPearls

047_AB30.indd 1

At Kate MUA wedding makeup and hair is our passion.
We are professionally trained to deliver an expert, reliable
and personal service for your special day. We are mobile
and cover Essex, Hertfordshire and parts of London and
will travel to your chosen venue or location. Please contact
us today for a bespoke quote for your wedding party.
Tel: 07951 017730 Email: info@katemua.co.uk

www.katemua.co.uk

katemua_uk

Kate MUA

kate1MUA
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Fashion

Crowing

glory
Leading accessory designer, Eden B
Studio, shares their top tips on how to
style your headpiece for the big day

L

uxury bridal accessories brand,
Eden b. studio, specialise in
bespoke Hairpieces and veils.
The designs take inspiration
from wild flowers, with a focus on
natural, soft colour palettes and delicately
unstructured pieces.
Designer, Hannah, hand crafts each piece
from start to finish in her small studio in
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. The collections
are available to view at www.edenbstudio.
com where you can choose from an array
of Hairvines, Pins, Combs and veils or,
alternatively you can have something
bespoke designed for you.

48
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TOP
TIPS

Consider how you will wear your
hair on your wedding day. Whilst most
of our designs are versatile, some pieces
work best with certain hairstyles. For example,
a haircomb needs something to sit in so will
work best with hair up or half up, whereas you
can wear your hair down with a hairvine simply
pinned into place.
Pick colours that compliment the rest of
your outfit. Perhaps you have embellishment
on your dress that has Silver tones in, in which
case keep the colouring on your accessories at
the cooler end of the colour spectrum. Silver
wire and soft white flowers would work well
in this instance. Consider other jewellery
that you may want to wear on your wedding
day and try to stay consistent with your
metal colours.
Make the most of working with an
independent designer. Your wedding day

Marnie Crown £515

Daisy Hairvine: £155

Sienna Hairvine £245
is possibly one of the most important
days of your life, therefore, it’s fitting that
anything you wear on that day is special and
meaningful. When working with a small,
creative brand like Eden b. Studio you have
the luxury of being able to add personal
touches to your accessories; whether that’s
monogramming on your veil, matching
specific colours, or handcrafted details that
have a special resemblance to you. Something
you just can’t get when buying from the
Highstreet.
Stay true to your usual style. It’s easy to get
swept up in inspiration images (Pinterest is
a wonderful thing!) but always keep in mind
your usual style. If you tend to prefer simple,
dainty jewellery you’re probably more suited
to a delicate hairpiece and subtle veil such as
our Daisy Hairvine and Chloe Veil. Whereas
if you’re a regular with statement headbands
and chunky costume jewellery you’ll probably
Freya Hairvine
£245 and Daisy
veil from £225

Chloe Veil from £245

Lena Hairvine £195

Daisy Hairpins:
£55 (for 5 pins)

feel comfortable wearing a more striking piece
like our Marnie Flower Crown. This advice goes
for your hairstyle too. Bridal hair doesn’t have to
be over preened or vastly different to your usual
style. Our pieces work beautifully with natural,
unstructured hairstyles.
If you are planning on wearing a veil, where
you position it will determine which hair
accessories will work best. Adding a hairpiece
to cover the top edge of the veil creates a softer,
more fluid look that wearing the veil alone. A
veil worn high on the head works really well with
a headband, vine or crown. If you plan to wear
your veil lower, at the back, you can soften the
look with a Haircomb positioned just above the
veil or hairpins dotted organically.
When it comes to the evening celebrations
you’ll likely want to remove your veil so that you
can dance away unhindered! Having the addition
of a hair accessory means you still have beautiful
detailing in your hair after the veil is taken out.
As our hairpieces are really lightweight they’re
100% dance floor worthy…tried and tested!
To check out the complete collection or arrange
a consultation visit www.edenbstudio.com or
email hello@edenbstudio.com
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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MOBILE WEDDING SERVICE, OFFERING ALL
ASPECTS OF WEDDING HAIR FROM THE
BRIDE TO THE MOTHER OF THE BRIDE.

P

ALSO A BEAUTY WORKS SALON, MATRIX GOLD SALON
AND OFFERING OPI GEL MANICURE USING
OPI PRO SPA PRODUCTS.
** THURSDAY - LATE NIGHT OPENING UNTIL 8.00PM **

Tel: 01767 313457

WWW.THE-STRAND.CO.UK

g
r
o
e
G
GEORG IS AVAILABLE FOR WEDDINGS IN KENT, ESSEX AND SURROUNDING
AREAS WITH OVER 6 YEARS LONDON KINGS ROAD SALON EXPERIENCE

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT WWW.HAIRBYGEORG.COM OR EMAIL DIRECTLY AT
INFO@HAIRBYGEORG.COM (ALSO FOUND ON INSTAGRAM @HAIRBYGEORG)
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ANNA PANAYS
HAIR

HERTFORDSHIRE / LONDON BASED HAIR STYLIST
07792 486876 annapanayshair.com

D
D
D

ADM Hair Creator and co-owner of Studio 46 Hair Lounge Abby Miller, has over ten years
of experience creating styles for brides that they’ve envisioned for their perfect day.
Based in Essex, but travelling across the UK, Abby is renowned for her gorgeous bridal
hair. Her portfolio will give you an idea of her versatility and creative flair, continuously
delivering signature elegant styles.
From voluminous twisted buns, halo braids to Hollywood waves, she executes effortlessly
stunning looks to enhance your natural beauty. Abby’s expertise can make even the most
simple style spectacular. She provides a service every bride hopes for, with no bridal party
too big, she would love to help you look and feel sensational on your big day.

T: 07940249426

|

E: ADMHAIROX@GMAIL.COM

ADMHAIRXO
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Styled shoot

THE FRESH
Embrace the romance and free-spirt of nature with
gorgeous gowns of loose layers and dreamy fabrics
Designer | Sophie Rose Bridal
Photography | Evie Johnstone

Peony - from £1540
A strapless bodice style dress,
which has a power mesh
overlay with lace applique.
52
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Styled shoot
Luna - from £1210
Made from heavy soft satin,
this dress offers a relaxed
vibe but is still luxurious and
ultra glamourous.

Ivy - from £1515
Ivy has a plunging v bodice
paired with delicate, silky
chiffon sleeves that gives
a little coverage, whilst
keeping a feminine feel.

SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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Styled shoot

Zinnia - from £1525
The full circle skirt and
train gives this gown some
serious drama, whilst
having a luxurious, floaty
feel by being made in this
gorgeous blush crepe.
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Styled shoot

Wren - from £1475
This wrap style gown is made from the
most exquisite Ivory slipper satin that
moves like water.

River - from £1870
For the more classic
bride, River is made from
sumptuous drapey crepe
that feels so wonderful
on the body.
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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BEYOND
Bar Hire

Beyond Bar Hire is a Mobile Bar Hire and
Events company covering Essex, Suffolk and
beyond. Whether you require a pop-up bar for
your garden party or a portable bar and staff
for your wedding, we’ve got you covered.
Cash or Open Bar Hire • Dry Hire • Bar
Staff Hire • Glass Hire • Drinks packages

Contact our friendly team to find out more about our FREE mobile bar hire option

01206 912 035 / www.beyondbarhire.co.uk
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Daydreamers
EVENTS

Bespoke wedding styling, tailor made packages, perfect for every occasion.

l

Please contact Rebecca:
Mobile: 07837 798288 | Email: rebecca@daydreamersevents.co.uk
Website: daydreamersevents.co.uk | Facebook: @daydreamersforalloccasions

Embellish Events
l
We cater for all your needs:

At Charlotte’s Balloon Boutique we pride ourselves in
creating beautiful bespoke balloons for every occasion from
table centrepieces and decorations to individually designed
arches and garlands. We specialise in working with you
as you plan your perfect day, putting your
vision at the heart of it all.

Chair covers  Backdrops  Centre pieces
 Trees  Wishing Wells / Postboxes  Aisle runners
 Photo booth  Candy cart
 Balloons  DJ
 Love Letters...
and much more

Tel: 07305 781104
Find us on Facebook

057_AB30.indd 1
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Occasions Covered

n
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GOT IT

A

Lavish ideas? No problem

s a family run business, based in Chelmsford, Occasions
Covered has become an established wedding décor
company in Essex, Hertfordshire, Suffolk & surrounding
areas. From small intimate gatherings to large and lavish affairs,
they are passionate about what they do, striving to ensure all their
celebrations are exceptional.
Occasions Covered offer a range of services that will give you the
opportunity to add your unique style to your special day. They pride
themselves on specialising in all manner of chair decor to suit your
theme or style, with over 60 different coloured sashes in organza,
satin and taffeta to choose from.
Whether you are looking to completely transform your venue or want
to simply add a personal touch, Occasions Covered have a range of
decorative hire options available. From a wide selection of bespoke
Chair Covers and Chair Decorations for weddings, along with Candy
Buffets, Candy Carts, Aisle Runners, Wedding Post Boxes, Bay Trees,
Sequin Linen, Flower Wall, Ferrero Rocher
Stand and other venue decor. You can truly add a bespoke design
to any space.
Their passion for perfection always ensures that the look and feel of
any wedding they collaborate on exceeds expectations seamlessly.

For further
information contact:
Michelle Coleman
www.occasionscovered.co.uk
0800 118 2853 / 07971 980628
michelle@occasionscovered.co.uk
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Viva Creative
Flower Company

OO

Viva Creative Flower Company is an inspired and dynamic
wedding florist creating for all, from the small and intimate
to the most extravagant of events, all of which receive the
utmost attention and care. We take pride in ensuring the
designing and selection of floral decor is an easy,
enjoyable and stress free experience.

www.vivacreativeflowercompany.com
Floral Designer: Heather Fulker
Tel: 07966225560 | Rickmansworth | Herts | WD3 7HH
Email: mail@vivacreativeflowercompany.com
vivacreativeflowercompany
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Getting married is a dream come true.
Which is why we offer a truly personal and bespoke service.
Here at Louise’s Flower Boutique we aim to bring your dreams and
aspirations to life by being dedicated to you and your special day.
We cater for all events big and extravagant to small and intimate.
So go ahead and contact us for a chat or consultation
and discuss your dreams.

Call 07730769727 or email louisesflowerboutique@gmail.com
louisesflowerboutique.business.site

059_AB30.indd 1
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Flowers

How to pick the perfect

WEDDING
FLOWERS

The dos and don'ts of creating a stylish arrangement

F

or 28 years McQueens has brought style and incredible artistry to wedding flowers.
Their pioneering designs can be seen in some of the world’s most iconic hotels including
Claridge’s, the Rosewood London and the Mandarin Oriental. The wedding and events
team at McQueens is a group of exceptionally talents florists that will create exquisite floral
displays to help create a memorable special day no matter the theme.

1

Narrow it Down
Firstly get a sense of how you would like
your overall wedding to look. When you close
your eyes, what do you see? Explore Pinterest
at this point, but aim to pick three to five images
that really define the feel of your wedding. This
will help to define your style, a look that says
something about who you are. From there,
choose your top-three must have flowers, and
with the help of your florist, the rest will follow.

Five Tips to Choose Your Wedding Flowers

When it comes to planning the big day, once the gown has been chosen and the venue
selected, it’s all down to the wedding flowers to convey, in a moment, a glorious sense of
individual style. That style can be all-out glamour, discreet sophistication, elevated simplicity, wild
country, the possibilities are endless. But how to choose the flowers to work within the theme,
when there are so many to choose from? Flowers are the defining art form in any wedding
and the creative journey begins here:

2

Season
There is an exquisite sense of
natural harmony in choosing seasonal
flowers. Snowdrops in January, Lily
of the Valley in May, roses in June, it
just feels right. Abiding by nature will
also ensure that you’re able to have
the most bountiful blooms, of better
quality and more for your money too!
Of course, it’s easier these days to
obtain flowers that aren’t necessarily in
season, but there is nothing like abiding
by nature and celebrating the seasons.

3

Your Outfits
Try to create an exciting sense of visual
connectedness that links your flowers to
your fabulous wedding wardrobe. A classic
example of this is the use of thistle, the
national flower of Scotland, for groomsmen
sporting the traditional tartan kilt. Similarly,
if the wedding dress is full of fine, exquisite
detail, then the flowers in the bridal bouquet
should be similarly refined – but remember,
even the most subtle bouquet can still create
a bold expression! Show your florist pictures
of your outfits, or bring sample materials, to

5

4

Location
Create a sense of creative fluidity running
through your flowers and venue. A glorious display
of colourful, tropical blooms may look at odds in a
traditional Victorian ballroom, and the same goes for
traditional designs in sleek, contemporary venues.
Of course, rules are made to be broken, and there’s
always a place for pioneering and visionary style, but
if you’re looking for a simple way to choose wedding
flowers, then the venue is also a great place to start.
60

Budget
Decide on a budget from the outset
and then leave it to your florist to make
suggestions that fall within it. Even if
you haven’t yet decided on a budget
then a good approach is to make a
list of essential flowers or particular
designs that you love and then see
what’s possible. In this way, the most
memorable day of your life will be
filled with flowers and all the defining,
evocative, romantic beauty they bring.
For more bridal flower inspo or to book a consultation visit www.mcqueens.co.uk

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Christines

Hockley

Bespoke Wedding florist
A family run business based in Hockley, Essex.
Visit us in the shop filled with a wide
variety of fresh flowers and plants and
a unique consultation room.

l

01702 203215
christinesofhockley@gmail.com
51 Southend Road ~ Hockley ~ Essex ~ SS5 4PZ
Find us on Facebook - Christines of Hockley
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The Flower Stores
Weddings play an important role in peoples
lives which is why we aim to make them a
time to remember.
Whether you want a big wedding or a small
wedding, we always manage to deliver a relaxing
and stress free service. Right from the beginning
to your big day, weddings with
The Flower Stores are always enjoyable.
We offer a free consultation for all of our
customers, held in a relaxed environment.
112 Eastwood Old Rd, Leigh-On-Sea,
Essex SS9 4RY
Call: 01702 420170
Mobile: 07947 367665

www.theflowerstores.co.uk
061_AB30.indd 1
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Scents
Chloe Love Story

Dior Miss Dior
Eau de Toilette

A floral love story, the fragrance opens
with the sensuality of orange blossom,
luminous, and intoxicating like the flush
of new love. £64.00 FOR 50ML

Charming and effervescent,
Miss Dior Eau de Toilette
is a luminous floral
chypre scent with a
hint of springtime.
£58.00 FOR 50ML

Gucci Bloom

Capturing the rich scent
of a thriving garden
filled with an abundance
of flowers.Tuberose
and jasmine combine
with Rangoon Creeper
transports the wearer to
an imaginary garden..
£75.00 FOR 50ML

Scent
10
-SATIONS

L’Occitane Rose EDT
This feminine fragranc is
an elegant and modern
interpretation of the iconic
Rose, with its floral and sweet
notes. £49.00 FOR 50ML

From beautiful florals to fruity scents, we have
rounded up the very best wedding perfumes
for brides on their special day and beyond

Philosophy
Amazing Grace

Dolce & Gabbana Dolce
Rosa Excelsa Eau de Parfum
An enchanting new scent joins the
floral Dolce Garden: Dolce Rosa
Excelsa truly captures rose petals
in bloom. An ancient symbol of
love, beauty and romance.
£38.00 FOR 30ML

Embrace your beauty, and express
your femininity, amazingly clean,
beautifully feminine scent
of welcoming bergamot to
greet the senses and irresistibly
soft. £35.00 FOR 100ML

Marc Jacobs
Daisy

This enchanting fragrance
is designed for the younger
woman. It’s fresh, airy and
feminine without being too
sexy. £40.00 FOR 50ML

Chanel Chance Eau
de Parfum

A floral fragrance in a round
bottle. Unpredictable, in perpetual
movement, CHANCE sweeps you
into its whirlwind of happiness
and fantasy. £51.50 FOR 30ML

Miu Miu l’eau rosee

This perfume sparkles with
contemporary energy and has
a soft floral juice created from
lily of the valley and cassis
buds, tightly wrapped in notes
of sophisticated musk
£56.00 FOR 50ML

62
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Jo Malone London
Wild Bluebell Cologne
Vibrant sapphire blooms in a
shaded woodland. The delicate
sweetness of dewy bluebells
suffused with lily of the valley
and eglantine, and a luscious
twist of persimmon.
£47.00 FOR 30ML

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Creating beautiful and romantic
wedding ﬂowers for your special day

ivygreenﬂowers.co.uk

ivygreenﬂowers@gmail.com | 07729 264638

t
t
Cheryls Flowers

Bespoke flower services

Exqusite designs to make any special
occasion perfect in every way...

t

From the very beginning Cheryl wll help you
co-ordinate your wedding flowers seamlessly
with the rest of your day.

Creating the most exquisite designs, as a fully
qualified florist I will be there to guide you
through the process from the initial consultation
to creating and arranging your floral displays
on your big day. You can be confident that
you are in expert hands.

Houchins is an intimate and romantic wedding venue
with the choice of stylish accommodation.
Exclusively yours for the day, Houchins is set in
beautiful grounds just outside Coggeshall, easily
accessible to Essex, Suffolk and London.
Our award-winning team are on-hand to ensure
you have the perfect wedding day.

t

t

Your wedding deserves simply… the best
and I can help! Whether you are going for a
Exquisite designs
make anyorspecial
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a small
intimate
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me over the years.
to arrange your free consultation, but in the meantime please take a look at the gallery to see my own work and
19 Church
Lane,
Toppesfield,
Halstead,
examples of the beautiful creations I have worked hard to create for
my many
clients
over the
years. Essex,CO9 4DS
Mobile: 07929 857 646 Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk

T:

19 Church Lane, Toppesfield, Halstead, Essex,CO9 4DS
07929
857
646
Mobile:
07929
857E:
646sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk
Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk

cherylsflowers.co.uk

cherylsflowers.co.uk
cherylsflowers.co.uk
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Real Wedding

How lucy
& marcus
said

“

“I

do

Lucy, 27 and Marcus, 34 opted to
wed in the elegant and romantic
setting of Brocket Hall Estate

We actually met at a wedding of all
places. Marcus was an Usher and we
literally bumped into each other on
the way to the dancefloor, and didn’t
stop chatting until the end of the
night! Within eighteen months we
had moved in together and enjoying
the whirlwind of a London life. Six
years passed and after buying our first
home together - moving back closer
to our families - we took a tour of
Italy for our holiday in 2017. When
Marcus made me get up at 5am one
morning in Florence, little did I
realise that I would be whisked up in
a hot air balloon over Tuscany. As we
flew up above the clouds after taking
many pictures of the beautiful views
that surrounded us, I turned around
to the sight of Marcus down on one

knee with the most beautiful ring that
I’ve ever seen. It was the most perfect
proposal, and I’m still in shock now!
Not being very arty types, Marcus
and I didn’t really have a theme. I
guess if I was pressed for the type of
look we were going for, it would be (as
my mum perfectly put it) - ‘a Pride and
Prejudice’ style wedding. The beauty of
the surroundings and magnificence of
the building at Brocket Hall lend itself
perfectly to this. We named our tables
after places that we have travelled to
together beginning with the key places
we visited on our engagement tour of
Italy, and including other places in the
world that we’ve been to that have a
special meaning to us.

64

And it doesn’t stop there. The
wedding planners, Helen and Molly
are a star team – extremely helpful,
polite and always willing to help - they
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Real Wedding

make planning a wedding a joyous
experience! And the staff on site
were simply lovely, they really got
involved in the day and nothing was
too much. They helped to make the
day amazing. There were three main
reasons for our choice of Brocket
Hall: The beauty of the venue, the
size and number of rooms that were
available, which perfectly suited
our wedding party numbers, and
the faultless first meeting that
we had with Helen – a lovely,
welcoming lady.
The wedding day honestly, it
couldn’t have been any better! The
rain thankfully stayed away and we
thoroughly enjoyed the best day of
our lives. From a beautiful service
to a fantastic reception, everything
went to plan and we didn’t stop
smiling the whole day. This was
largely down to the brilliant Brocket

Hall staff. Head butler Alan and his
team were faultless. Everything was
catered for and our guests received
impeccable service. So many guests
have contacted us since telling us it
was one of the best weddings that they
had ever been to. The compliments
that we have received about different
parts of the day keep rolling in. It was
everything we could possibly have
dreamed of, and more!
The entertainment for the day was
fantastic. We used Mr H Productions
– Andy is a great guy to have around
when you’re planning wedding
entertainment. He made sure we had
several planning meetings with him
so he was able to perfectly understand
what we were looking for. We asked
him to supply a violinist for the drinks
reception and then a DJ with the
violinist, saxophonist, percussionist
and two singers for the evening
entertainment. WHAT a show! Dave

SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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Real Wedding

the DJ was brilliant and made sure that
the selections of songs he played were
loved by all of our guests. Every time I
looked around there were so many people
on the dancefloor. The band was simply
astounding. True performers who got the
crowd going and made you smile just
watching them. Mr H Productions also
ensured we got a great feel and décor
in the boardroom, with a sparkly white
dancefloor, poseur tables and backing
curtain creating an amazing vibe for
a party.
And for the finale. We ended the day
with Fantastic Fireworks – What a surprise
for our guests! We kept this one secret,
and what a treat we got. Honestly, this
show truly was fantastic and they catered
to our every request. Matt our display
assistant mixed our chosen tunes and
added heart shaped fireworks to create a
wonderful display! It was the best cherry
on top to an absolutely divine day.
We headed off on honeymoon for a truly
amazing trip. Starting in South Africa
for a safari trip and then on to Mauritius
for 10 relaxing days by the beach. It was
absolutely amazing, and a great way to
start our married life together.

lucy & Marcus
Little Black Book
Brides Dress

Ronald Joyce from Ann Bridal
www.annbridal.co.uk

Brides Accessories

Jewellery from Pandora
https://uk.pandora.net/en

Bridesmaids Dresses

David’s Bridal in Stratford
www.davidsbridal.co.uk

Hair

Jayne from Academy Hair & Beauty
www.academyhairandbeauty.co.uk

Make- Up

Alma from Make-up artistry London
www.bridesbyalma.co.uk

Venue

Brocket Hall
www.brocket-hall.co.uk

Cake

Cynthia at Pretty Gorgeous
Cake Company
www.prettygorgeouscakecompany.co.uk

Florist

Yvonne - Lanshire Floral Design
www.lanshirefloraldesign.co.uk

Entertainment

Andy at Mr H Productions
www.mrhproductions.co.uk

Fireworks

Matt from Fantastic Fireworks
www.fantasticfireworks.co.uk

Photography

Chris from Chris Douglas Photography
www.cdouglasphoto.com
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Event decor and styling specialists

Family run, our ‘Florin Flowers’ has simply blossomed since the start. Thanks
to our daughter Sophie’s passion for creating arrangements that are special
and unique. Mum Lesley with her wealth of knowledge compliments Sophie’s
creativity perfectly ensuring charming and elegant results.
Our workshop is based at Martins farm in Stebbing Essex, easily covering the
home counties with regular deliveries to Suffolk and Cambridgeshire.

Give your Wedding a unique edge with our signature designs.

Our Clients just Love the Vibe
EMAIL: CHARLENE@LAVISHEVENTS.CO.UK

WWW: LAVISHEVENTS.CO.UK
@LAVISHEVENTSUK

067_AB30.indd 1

www.ﬂorinﬂowers.co.uk

Email: Sophie or Lesley@ﬂorinﬂowers.co.uk | Call: 07852 482534
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook
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Prested Hall …

Just That Bit Different
For manor house splendour with a sprinkle of Instagram-friendly
touches, Prested is probably one of Essex's best kept
secrets waiting to be discovered

P

rested Hall, located just south of Colchester
in north Essex is a venue with a difference.
A 15th century manor house set in 75 acres
of beautiful parkland, Prested has been holding
weddings for over 17 years and during that time
the Wedding and Events Managers have just
about seen everything! From a bride who wanted
her horse present on her special day, to a Batman
themed wedding, nothing fazes the professional,
experienced events team.
Event manager Rachel Hull, who got married at
Prested back in 2009 explains “Prested is such
a versatile venue, and all the staff have a really
positive can-do attitude. At the end of the day,
if we can do it, we will. It’s all about making our
Brides & Grooms wedding dreams come true.
“said Rachel.
Themes in 2018 included Alice in Wonderland,
Game of Thrones, Beauty & The Beast and of
course the Caped Crusader, where bridesmaids
wore specially made necklaces of “Pow” and
“Bang”. Over the years the staff have seen
wedding trends change, but Prested has managed

to stay one step ahead and is has already planning
exciting new packages and 2020 and 2021.
Rachel isn’t the only member of the Events Team
to have married at Prested, colleague Emily
Rooney tied the knot at the exclusive wedding
venue in December 2010. Emily says “Having
been married at Prested myself, I know exactly
what concerns a bride or groom may have, and
how to reassure them that everything will be fine.
I find that the number one concern for Brides is
the weather, especially if they have an outdoor
ceremony planned. Fortunately, with four areas
licensed for weddings at Prested and an exclusive
use policy, we will always have the capacity to
reorganise things at the last minute if the Gods
above have other ideas!”
At Prested, every couple is assigned their own
personal Wedding Manager to help them
plan and organise their day, from liaising with
suppliers, to double checking room allocations
for the 14 boutique bedrooms and 6 self-catering
apartments. Prested also has an onsite Health
Club & Elemis Spa, perfect for guests to relax in

during their stay.
So with over 1000 weddings under its belt, how
do Prested manage to make every wedding unique
and special ? Rachel thinks the key is to not to
treat the couples as just another booking, and to
really look after people. “Most bridal couples want
to relax, enjoy their day, safe in the knowledge
that their guests and loved ones are being taken
good care of” said Rachel. “At Prested, we don’t
use agency staff and our front of house team
are fabulous, ensuring that everyone is properly
looked after. We’re not a wedding factory, we’ve
got the time and the experience to really look after
people and that’s what people want”
With over 40 years of Event Management
between them, Rachel and the team at Prested are
looking forward to the next big trend.
“Alpaca Weddings are going to be big news in
2019” said Rachel. “We’ve got a fantastic local
farm who supply alpaca, and we’re looking
forward to hosting them. We’ve had hot air
balloons, routemaster busses and a batmobile –
bring on the alpaca!”

for enquiries contact:
For further details please visit www.prested.co.uk
or to view call Prested on 01376 573300
70
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Near Colchester, Essex CO5 9US
01206 330784 www.layermarneytowerweddings.co.uk
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A RUSTIC
RETREAT
Everything you need to consider for your
barn wedding, to create a perfect
laid-back, romantic vibe

O

ver the past few years, rustic weddings have
become the style of choice for an increasing
number of brides. Wooden signs,
naked cakes and organic foliage have all become
commonplace on the wedding scene. However, one
trend in particular that is standing out this year is
barn venues, a perfect setting for a summer wedding.
Often placed amongst beautiful countryside and
idyllic landscapes, barns are seen as a blank canvas
that allow brides complete freedom over décor and
layout. This can often mean there’s a bit of extra work
to be done and things to consider but you shouldn’t
let this put you off.
The events team at Cressing Temple Barns in Essex
know how magical a barn wedding can be. Here is
their list of everything you need to consider before
booking your barn wedding to make sure you have
everything covered.
Does your chosen venue have
any restrictions?
Before putting your plans in place, you will need
to find out whether the barn is privately owned or
even a listed building. This could mean there are
regulations in place that you need to stick to. Most
commonly, these surround noise curfews and land
access, which is set out by the local council but you
will also need to check licensing and insurance
before booking.

74
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What are the facilities at the
premises?
Not all barns are known for supplying luxury, 5*
facilities as it’s unlikely they were built with indoor
plumbing and electricity. The last thing you need on
your wedding day is freezing guests with nowhere to
go to the toilet. Make sure you ask the venue
whether you will need to hire a generator or
additional restrooms.
Do you have a solution for the
unexpected British weather?
One of the main reasons barns are so perfect for
summer weddings is that the weather is usually
nice, however this doesn’t guarantee it will be dry
and warm all day. If the British weather isn’t quite
what you expected, you will need to consider what
your back-up plan will be. For example, you could
have a supply of blankets at the ready should the
temperature drop in the evening or ask guests to
bring umbrellas or even wellies for the wet weather!
These can make for great props in photos too and
help to add character to your wedding album.
Is the venue easy to locate?
Another positive about barn venues is that they are
usually located in a secluded area, providing couples
their privacy whilst still offering a beautiful backdrop
for their photographs. The beauty of Cressing
Temple Barns, is that it’s easily accessible from the
A120 between Braintree and Witham, but 1 ½ miles
along the driveway and you’ll feel like you’re in the
most secluded part of the country.
Does your budget allow for your
dream venue?
Although barns can sometimes be seen as a cheaper
alternative to the more extravagant hotels and venues,
this isn’t always the case. Whilst budgeting for your
big day you need to make sure you consider all of
the added extras that will be involved. For example,
people choose barn venues because they provide a
blank canvas for your dream transformation to take
place. You are able to create the décor exactly to your
agreed theme to fit your vision.

For further information
visit cressingbarns.co.uk or call 07732 028 633
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
Venue_Cressing.indd 75
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The Perfect Setting for your Special Day

Our Packages start from £3995

01277 373828 | Ashwells Road | Brentwood | Essex | www.ashwells.co.uk | info@ashwells.co.uk
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A

fter months of wedding planning and the
stress that comes with it, what better way
to reboot than with a spa day or perhaps
even a wellness weekend with your bridesmaids?
Orsett Hall Hotel’s spa relaunch comes after the
property recently took over the management of
the spa, which saw it take the
new name Orsett Hall Spa
from November 2018.
The spa is set within the
hotel’s glamorous stately
home 12 acres of grounds
and located within the
Sartoria Building. It is a
contemporary and boutiquestyle spa offering six
treatment rooms, four nail
stations and a full menu
Unwind before your big day at Orsett
of treatments.
You can relax and refresh
Hall Spa – the perfect destination for
in Orsett Hall Spa fabulous
pre-wedding pampering
facilities, featuring a pool,
a steam room and sauna,
a Jacuzzi, a gym, a lounge area and a
relaxation room.
Enjoy a serene atmosphere and complete freedom
from disturbance in the Essex countryside as
you allow yourself to be taken care of by the spas
skilled therapists. Book a spa break with friends
and family, or treat your wedding party to a
bit of pampering before the big day. Be sure to
browse the spa packages, which enable you to get
the most out of your visit. Orsett Hall also offers
an on-site hair salon, The Sitting Rooms, with a
full range of cut, colour and styling services.

Treat

yourself to a

spa-cation

Coming soon….
Private hire of the Spa –
Ideal for Hen Party Celebrations!

If you have any questions or would like more
information on their products and services
please call the Spa team on 01375 893092 or
email spaenquiries@orsetthall.co.uk.
78

SPA TREATMENT OPENING TIMES:
Monday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm
Tuesday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Wednesday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm
Thursday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Friday & Saturday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sunday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

“

Stacey the Spa Manager: I am delighted to
have taken over as Spa Manager and lead
such a supportive and dedicated team. We
have a beautiful spa which prides itself on
offering guests the best spa experience and I
am looking forward to introducing new health
and beauty experiences which will bring an
even greater guest experience.
I have been a Spa Manager for 8 years now
in both the private and public sector. Working
in spas is a very rewarding role, you get to
meet so many people, in a nice environment,
who are excited to be pampered. It’s all about
giving them an experience that they’ll never
forget, their appreciation and hearing their
feedback is all the reward that you need. I
chose this career path as I love it, I love the
variety that comes with it and that no two
days are ever the same.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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L

eez Priory is picturesque Tudor
manor house nestled in 40 acres of
gorgeous parkland. As you arrive
up the sweeping driveway you will be swept
away with the view that greets you.
Manicured lawns, two lakes, fountain with
the impressive Leez Priory stood front and
centre. There are a choice of 7 different
settings for your ceremony.
The Historical Tower stands proud
overlooking the pretty courtyard. You can
be wed in the Tower itself or underneath it
while your family and friends reside on the
lawn. The Great Hall in the main house
oozes character and charm or you can enjoy
the actual main house as your backdrop by
choosing the Carriageway as your stage.

The Bar area offers a roaring log fire
creating a cosy feeling all year round.
The Carriageway opens right out to the
Inner Courtyard and really feels like it
brings the outside in. The Disco with
its starlit LED dance floor and more
contemporary feel is perfect to get the
evening going.
Leez Priory offers 15 guest bedrooms for
the night of your wedding allowing your
close family and friends to join
you for breakfast extending your
celebration further.
80 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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DREAM
HOUSE
The perfect backdrop to your big day,
embrace the style and beauty this
delightful venue has to offer

For a more rustic setting, the Coach House Barn
could be your choice. There is also a choice of
two Dining Rooms. The Great Hall is a more
intimate setting whilst the Coach House Barn can
accommodate larger parties. The menu choices are
vast and even then, a bespoke option is also available.
Your very own Personal Wedding Manager is on
hand to guide you and assist you with your choices
and plans. For your evening party, you can enjoy
spreading out across the house and enjoying the
reception rooms.
The Tudor Room boasts an impressive brick
fireplace with exposed beams too. The Light Oak
Room provides a gorgeous panelled background for
your guests and a baby grand piano for those with
musical talents.

For further details of the all-inclusive wedding
packages available, please contact Linda on
01245 362555 or at info@leez-priory.co.uk.
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Forrester
PARK
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A stunning venue set in beautiful countryside, Forrester Park has over 40 years’ experience of hosting wedding
receptions and is licensed for civil ceremonies. As well as a choice of indoor areas, there is the option
of the gorgeous Millennium Lawn ‘secret garden’ outdoor ceremony area.
Forrester Park is one of the most ﬂexible venues around, offering a stunning setting without charging the earth and with no minimum spend. Our popular ‘twilight’ weddings provide a great alternative for couples
who wish to include all their guests in a later ceremony and evening party.

m
m
m
Forrester Park’s chefs love to make people happy! They and the team take pride in well-presented, tasty food
and friendly, efﬁcient service, offering anything from a full-blown wedding breakfast to buffets and barbecues.
Call 01621 891406 or email katie@forrester-park.co.uk

Forrester Park, Great Totham, nr Maldon, Essex CM9 8EA
www.forrester-park.co.uk/weddings
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HUNTERS
MEET
RESTUARANT, HOTEL AND SPA

EXCLUSIVE WEDDINGS
Family run for the last 28 years
With well over 600 weddings in the past 28 years
you can trust the Hunters Meet for your perfect
day.
Whether you choose our beautiful secret
garden or indoors over looking the historical
heath, we can organise anything and everything.
Contact Brendan, Cat, Nicola, Sapphire or just nip in
for a chat.
DISCOUNTED WEDDING PRICES ON OUR
LAST AVAILABLE DATES IN 2019!

UPMARKET HEN PARTY’S!
Leading up to your big day we offer fantastic
evenings, perfect for Hen Parties of all styles and
ages. We hold these every Friday and Saturday
evening throughout the year.
Why not make a weekend of it? With our relaxing
spa treatments and over night accommodation
Hunters Meet, Chelmsford Road, Hatfield Heath, Essex, CM22 7BQ

01279 730549

www.huntersmeet.co.uk

......the perfect place to say ‘I do’
A luxurious country house hotel, built around a
magnificent mansion dating back to 1448 and now
a Grade 1 listed building.
Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and has
everything you require for your perfect day.
Every wedding is unique and our experienced Events Team
will passionately work with you from your initial enquiry
to the day itself to create your dream wedding.
Coupled with the Hall’s reputation for excellent food,
friendly and attentive service, luxury surroundings and
memorable photo opportunities, all blend together to
ensure you have a truly special day.
We offer a flexible range of Wedding Packages including
Exclusive Use of the Hall.
Book an appointment to tour this beautiful wedding venue
with Tracy or Julie to discuss your personal requirements.

Call us today on 01473 652334 or contact
tracy.cole@hintleshamhall.co.uk

082_AB30.indd 1

Special Wedding
Offers available
until the end of
November 2019

www.hintleshamhall.com
27/03/2019 15:17
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What makes your venue an exceptional place to get married?
The Room in the Rodings stands in the heart of rolling Essex farmland in the
picturesque hamlet of Beauchamp Roding. It’s quiet and tranquil and has a
fantastic atmosphere. The Room in the Rodings’ facilities are designed to blend
traditional old world charm with modern venue amenities, to ensure you and your
guests enjoy a relaxing and comfortable occasion.
We offer you the flexibility to plan a day that is perfect for you. Whether you want
a DIY wedding or for us to take care of the details, we have an option for you.

Tell us more about the venue? What makes it special?
The Dining room is tastefully decorated with the work of local artists, seats up
to 120 and can accommodate up to 200 for an evening buffet or party. The
comfortable lounge area, furnished with antique pine furniture, cosy sofas and
classic soft furnishings, provides a relaxing retreat. Outside is a pretty pagoda with
country views, which creates a striking backdrop for photographs, as well as a
courtyard with table and chairs for use in fine weather.
There is also a large lawn area perfect for garden games, BBQs or street food stands
and ice cream carts. It is also perfectly suited to the growing trend of festival
weddings where guests can even camp overnight.

How can couples make the space their own?
We are a very relaxed venue which enables couples to create their own backdrop to
this very important day. Couples have the flexibility to make the big day as simple
or extravagant as they wish.
Many of our couples take advantage of this and will hire in games and
entertainment such as croquet, bouncy castles and photo booths.

Can they have the assistance of a wedding planner?
Each couple is appointed a wedding coordinator with whom they will meet at the
rehearsal. The coordinators are there throughout the wedding day to ensure things
run smoothly. During the build up to the big day, couples can make as many
appointments as they like to revisit the venue and plan exactly how they want their
day to go.

Give us an idea of the different places where couples can
say 'I do'?
The Room in the Rodings’ elegant, licensed Ceremony Room accommodates up
to 100 guests and provides an intimate setting for all civil ceremonies. There is
the opportunity to rehearse the ceremony produce which has proved to be a very
popular addition to the services we offer.
The venue also offers a very different option where couples can say ‘I DO’ at The
Meadow Pavilion.
During the months of May to September we offer the option of getting married in
a stunning Meadow surrounds by the English countryside underneath a beautiful
pavilion that will be decorated with hanging baskets.
Guests will be seated on wooden benches and will be transported both to and
from the pavilion on trailers pulled by tractors which adds a great festival feel and
provides guests with a fun and memorable experience of the day.
The Meadow Pavilion also has a river that runs alongside it where the happy
couple can be taken on a row boat from the pavilion to the meadow entrance
to re-join their guests on the trailers.
84

GET IN TOUCH
For further information visit
www.roomintherodings.co.uk
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THE LAWN
ROC H FORD

O Exclusively Yours O
nning
new for 2019 - stu o
wedding gazeb

summer wedding Fair - sunday 15 sept - 10.30am to 3.30pm - FRee entry
TO DisCOveR mORe abOuT THis beauTiFul venue, FanTasTiC laTe availabiliTy OFFeRs anD
suRpRisingly aFFORDable TailOR-maDe paCkages, please visiT www.THelawn.CO.uk

www.thelawn.co.uk

Hall ROaD, ROCHFORD, essex ss4 1pl | 01702 203669 / 203701
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Country

HOUSE CHIC
Be the lady of the manor and say ‘I do’ at
this fabulous venue

D

P

escribed as ‘a jewel of England’,
perfectly set, this wedding venue
is nestled in the Essex countryside
and set in stunning lawned gardens, while the
a beautiful lake is the perfect back drop for
pictures. Little Easton Manor is an ideal location
for the romantic country- house wedding of your
dreams, just 45 minutes from London and 15
minutes from Stansted Airport.
Celebrate in style and create your dream
wedding, packed full of personality, whether your
imagining an intimate ceremony or a grand, more
elaborate affair, Little Easton Manor is the perfect
backdrop , offering a selection of wonderful
spaces, perfectly adaptable to your personal taste.
Steeped in history and romance, Little Easton
Manor is not only a charming venue, but also
a splendid home from home for you and your
guests. It’s the perfect place to relax with loved
ones; happily knowing the venue is all yours for
the big day. With every part of your wedding
being perfectly arranged to your requirements,
you’ll be free to blissfully enjoy every moment
with your guests.
Furthermore, the venue offers two luxury
cottages, offering a total of eight plush
rooms, allowing guests to stay close by.
Tastily decorated the accommodation is both
sophisticated and charming, providing all the
amenities you require.

THE BARN THEATRE
If you want to be centre stage in style and
enjoy the red-carpet treatment, the Barn
Theatre for up to 140 guests, with its stage
licensed for civil ceremonies is the perfect
backdrop as you begin the performance of
your life.
There’s no need to learn your lines as the
registrars will prompt your every step on
your way to becoming Mr & Mrs. Your
photographer and guests will need to have
their cameras poised ready for action as they
will be your official paparazzi for the day.
Set the scene with beauty and glamour,
rustic vintage elegance, contemporary chic –
the possibilities are endless but the choice is
yours. Your wedding needn’t be a drama
(unless you want it to be!)

THE TURKEY BARN
The Turkey Barn (which adjoins the Barn
Theatre) is licensed for civil ceremonies
for up to 70 guests and can be used in
conjunction with the Barn Theatre or stand
alone. Smaller and more intimate than the
theatre, the Turkey Barn boasts exposed
beams and, due to its neutral colour s
cheme, can be dressed to impress in your
personal style.

For further information on hosting your special day call 01371 872857
or email info@littleeastonmanor.uk
86
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Picture Perfect Memories as you celebrate in style

For further information and to book your private viewing please contact us on
01371 872 857 / info@littleeastonmanor.uk / www.littleeastonmanor.uk
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YOUR WAY
A delightful and unique venue to create a
stylish and beautiful wedding day
THE VENUE
The first thing on your wedmin list is to secure the
venue – and The Old Parish Rooms provides the perfect
setting for your wedding celebrations. Originally built
in 1863 as a parish hall and school house, the venue
is now a bright and modern space, ideal for intimate
wedding events and perfect for couples looking for
a classic backdrop with vintage and contemporary
stylings. The venue is now licensed to perform civil
ceremonies, making it a wonderful setting for your
wedding, naming ceremony or vow renewal.
The Old Parish Rooms are set over two floors. The
venue can cater for up to 75 guests for a seated
wedding breakfast. For larger events and standing
occasions, the space can be transformed into a dance
floor to accommodate up to 90 guests.
The beautiful old school house provides a truly unique
and unusual wedding venue. Although the venue
embraces the character and charm of the grade II listed
exteriors, the building’s delightful interiors are light and
stylish. The versatile venue suits both sleek, modern
weddings and traditional, vintage-themed celebrations.

THE LOOK
This fabulous venue allows couples the freedom to
create their dream wedding. Feel free to go all-out with
spectacular decoration or keep it low key. The wedding
team have worked with lots of couples who have
preferred to keep it simple and, in their words, 'nonweddingy'. But if 'weddingy' is your thing, then the
team are happy to help create that too!

THE TEAM
The Old Parish Rooms wedding team will be on hand
right from the initial planning stages and up to the
day itself when they will be there to make sure it runs
like clockwork from start to finish. Your happiness and
the smooth running of your event is what makes them
happy too.
GET IN TOUCH
The best way to get a feel for the space is to come
and take a look round. Just get in touch to
arrange a viewing.
Call 01268 833101 or email
info@theoldparishrooms.com
88
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Your day your way
Got your heart set on a quintessentially English wedding?
Introducing Hertfordshire’s finest Hanbury Manor

YOUR BIG DAY

There’s a reason why your wedding day is called
your Big Day. It’s the only occasion in your
life when you’ll have all the people you love in
the same room on the same day. It’s the most
extraordinary feeling for any couple.
Throughout your celebrations, the wedding team
will be at your side, making sure you enjoy your
big day your way. And what a perfect location
to celebrate with your loved ones – a country
retreat with elegant period features, and romantic
outdoor venues featuring scenic spots where you
can relax and enjoy the manicured grounds. Treat
your guests to luxury accommodation, exclusive
amenities, tranquil spa, tennis and scenic golf.

YOUR CEREMONY

Whatever type of wedding you’re planning –
from a small, intimate gathering, to a large,
extravagant party – Hanbury Manor is the perfect
back- drop. When you celebrate your union at
Hanbury Manor, enjoy the elegance of this luxury
countryside estate while surrounded by the rich
and romantic history of the Manor.
At Hanbury Manor they welcome cultural
diversity. They respect religious, ethnic and social

differences, and are proud to host all
types of wedding celebration, including
traditional white weddings, Jewish and
Asian ceremonies, same sex ceremonies
and the renewal of vows.
Originally the chapel of the Manor House,
Poles Hall is utterly breath-taking. Its
vaulted ceilings and historic minstrel gallery is
the perfect backdrop to an unforgettable wedding
celebration. Named after the nearby village of
Thundridge, the Thundridge Suite gives you
glorious views across the Championship golf
course. The Garden Court is an elegant, private,
self-contained setting, and the beautiful walled
garden is the perfect setting for photographs
and aperitifs.

YOUR CELEBRATION

The wedding team can’t wait to bring your
wedding dreams to life at the Hanbury Manor
Marriott Hotel and Country Club. As one of the
defining moments of your lives, you have thought
long and hard about how you would like your
special day to be, and probably have a million
and one ideas, from the flowers, service and
show-stopping dress, to the photographs and
where everyone should sit.

YOUR MENU

A delicious banquet of your favourite foods and
flavours, served exactly as you like them, is the
finishing touch to a special day.

Your dedicated wedding team includes an in-house
chef, who will work with you to create the perfect
menu for your occasion – whether you fancy a
traditional wedding breakfast, fork and carvery
buffet, or a selection of international dishes.
They are also happy to recommend wines to
accompany your choice of food, and offer
guidance on dietary requirements, vegetarian
options and child-friendly menus.

YOUR ROOM

The Luxury Collection Diamond wedding
package includes the suite accommodation for
your wedding night.
At the end of a perfect day, say goodnight to
your guests and start your new life in style with
a complimentary wedding night suite, including
chilled Champagne and hand-made chocolates.
Relax and share memories of your big day on a
luxurious king-size bed dressed with Egyptian
cotton, plush duvet and fluffy feather pillows.
The unique bedrooms are tastefully decorated and
full of elegant period touches. For the ultimate in
romance, you can even choose a suite with a fourposter bed and stunning views across the
golf course or parkland. And in the morning
you can start your married life with a delicious
breakfast in bed.
For further information call the wedding
team on 01920 487722 or visit
MarriottWeddings.co.uk/HanburyManor

DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
Find everything you need to plan the perfect wedding at Hanbury Manor’s wedding fayre 28th of April 2019.
90
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The perfect setting for weddings of up to 120 seated guests. With grounds for stunning photographs
and a choice of function rooms, the hotel is the ideal setting for your wedding reception.
Wedding co-ordinators provide a professional yet relaxed service to help guide you
through plans, sharing in the excitement every step of the way.
A fully licensed establishment where ceremonies can be conducted both indoors and outside.
A selection of packages available which can be tailor-made to suit both your requirements and budget.
Discounted accommodation rates to include full use of the leisure facilities with indoor pool.

Always & Forever Inclusive Package £3000
Based on 50 day & evening guests

Available for weddings taking place between November 2019 and March 2020 or on
any Sunday throughout the year

Tel : 01206 214803 | events@marksteyhotel.co.uk

www.marksteyhotel.co.uk

Marks Tey Hotel_FPA_AB31.indd 1
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Venues

Stately Escape
Country-house luxury is on the
cards for couples who wed in
this opulent venue

G

osfield Hall is a former Royal
Palace set in the picturesque Essex
countryside. With many grand and
elegant reception rooms, it is the perfect back
drop for your very special day.
Say ‘I Do’ in Queen Charlotte’s Oak panelled
gallery with 120-foot-long aisle allowing you to
really make an entrance! Alternatively, opt for
the Grand Salon for a more Georgian feel with
double story sash windows and beautiful hand
painted ceiling. On sunnier days, the Inner
Courtyard Carriageway is a picturesque spot for
an outdoor ceremony or for your welcome drinks
and canape reception afterwards. The South
Terrace boasts views down to the Gosfield Lake
and is another great spot to soak up the sun.

A team of in-house chefs are on hand to assist you design a truly
bespoke menu to suit your family and friends. For the ultimate
evening reception, retire back down to the Library and Party Room.
The Library is an ideal spot for your guests to recline and enjoy
catching up whilst the more contemporary Party Room will get the
party started!
At the end of a busy day Gosfield Hall offers 23 luxurious bedroom
suites including the breath-taking Rococco Bridal Suite.

All couples receive exclusive use of the
entire house and grounds and so the
photograph opportunities are endless
both indoor and out. Fine dining takes
place in the Marquis of Buckingham’s
Ballroom with glittering chandeliers and
feature fireplace.
94

For further details of the all-inclusive wedding packages
available, please contact Rebecca on 01787 472914 or at
info@gosfield-hall.co.uk.
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14TH APR, 23RD JUN,
25TH AUG & 13TH OCT

MUTHU WESTCLIFF HOTEL,
18-20 WESTCLIFF PARADE,
WESTCLIFF ON SEA,
ESSEX SS0 7QW
T: 01702 345247
events.westcliff@muthuhotels.com
Facebook: westcliff hotel

WWW.WESTCLIFF-HOTEL.CO.UK
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Where dreams come true
Greenwoods Hotel & Spa is a stunning 17th Century grade
II listed manor house, licenced for civil wedding ceremonies,
renewal of vows and civil partnership ceremonies.
At Greenwoods we can accommodate intimate gatherings
or a lavish wedding for over 200 guests. Our Garden Suite,
which is a self-contained wedding venue, situated in
the grounds, has been built to wow and impress
your guests.
Our wedding team can produce a tailor-made
package to suit your style and budget. With
an on-site spa and 39 bedroom hotel why would
you choose anywhere else?

Photographs by Neil Fortescue, Gavin Conlan and HoL Photography

For further information
contact us on 01277 829990
Greenwoods Hotel & Spa, Stock Road, Stock, Essex CM4 9BE | www.greenwoodshotel.com
Greenwoods_FPA_AB30.indd 1
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H

Super
luxe estate

olmewood Hall is a stunning
Tudor style mansion tucked
away in private grounds and is
brand new for 2019.
This is Country House Wedding’s latest
addition to their premier wedding venue
collection and early indicators are, it’s
a hit!
Surrounded by 10 acres of manicured
grounds & parkland, steeped in history
and exuding elegance, Holmewood Hall
is the perfect venue for wedding day
dreams to come true.

Cambridgeshire’s brand new and
exclusive wedding venue has
got everyone talking!

The comfortable Champagne Bar affords guests
a nice space to relax before your ceremony. The
real wow factor is the beautiful Gold Room for
your ceremony. With 50-ft-long aisle, pretty
stained-glass windows along one full wall and
a feature fireplace, you will not want to be wed
anywhere else!

Having said that, the garden
Bandstand is a picture-perfect
setting for an outdoor wedding. The
Dining Room has gorgeous views
across a manicured croquet lawn
down to the lake with water feature.

The Library is a great space for photos as is
the staircase in the Great Hall. The modern
Vault Bar is a perfect party space.
This brand-new venue is backed by a team
with a wealth experience and needs to be
seen to be believed.
To book your viewing appoint please
contact Alice on 01487 829555 or at
info@holmewood-hall.co.uk.
98
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I love a photographs ability to capture memories and moments that can be cherished forever.
As a Wedding Photographer, I create natural, light and elegant photographs through a relaxed, discreet
and natural approach. I aspire to capture those special, honest moments between people. I travel to
various locations and destinations throughout the United Kingdom to photograph weddings.
Please visit my website and Instagram to see more of work and find out more about my photography.

www.emilyladburyphotography.co.uk

E: info@emilyladburyphotography.co.uk

099_AB30.indd 1
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Venues

Landmark
of Love
Super-luxe your wedding at the
smartest venue in London

S

et in the former Midland Bank building,
getting married at The Ned couldn’t be easier.
The dedicated wedding planning team can take
care of everything you need, from the ceremony and
your menu, to the flowers and music.
Weddings at The Ned take place on the historic
sixth floor, which has six rooms and two outdoor
terraces with views across the City. There’s space for
weddings of all sizes, whether you want an intimate
affair for 50, or a largescale gathering of 200. You can
hire out each event space on its own, from the cosy
Rose Room right through to The Tapestry Room.
Alternatively, takeover the entire sixth floor for the
day and along with hosting your ceremony, drinks
reception and dinner, you’ll also have space for any
extras you might want, like a photobooth room, a
dedicated present area, a green room for the band or
somewhere for children to play. The chefs will work
closely with you to create your perfect wedding menu
– from canapes and light bites, to a formal sit-down
dinner and late-night snacks to keep your guests
going until the early hours.
Ned’s Club Spa is just a lift ride away, offering
manicures, pedicures and facials, and a parlour for
hair and make-up, to ensure getting ready on the big
day is as seamless as possible. As Bride and Groom,
you’ll spend your wedding night in our Terrace
Suite, with arched windows, a fourposter king-size
bed, and your own private terrace. There’s also room
for your wedding guests to rest their heads at The
Ned once the party is over, so you can re-live the
whole day again over breakfast on your first morning
as newlyweds.

The Spaces

The entire events floor at The Ned can be yours for
the day, which includes six rooms and two outdoor
terraces. They can host up to 120 guests for dinner
or 200 guests for a reception, with all spaces boasting
period features and ample arched windows to allow
for plenty of natural light. The more intimate event
rooms can also provide the perfect backdrop for
smaller weddings

The Tapestry Room

This space has a capacity of up to 120 people seated
or 200 standing. Featuring original walnut panelling
and crystal chandeliers, The Tapestry Room is
the most iconic space. It takes its name from the
remarkable pastoral tapestry that wraps around the
upper walls - the largest of its kind ever produced in
England when it was created in the 1920s.

The Saloon

This magnificent room has a capacity of up to 70
people seated or 120 standing Dominated by an
18th-century chandelier sourced from London’s
Devonshire House, The Saloon has original ornate
chalk frieze and a restored parquet floor.

Party On

You can keep the party going until 1am, or later
on request. If you want to stay late, The Ned offers
evening munchies for guests.

The End of the night

Your friends and family can book from the 250
bedrooms – from intimate Cosy rooms to the
100 square metre Lutyens suite, with two en-suite
bedrooms, a large lounge with a custom-made eightseat corner sofa, and a bar and dining space. All
rooms come with large walk-in rainforest showers
and plenty of full-size Cowshed products.

Get in touch
For enquiries and availability, please
call us 020 3828 2000 or
email weddings@thened.com
100
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Styled shoot

Forever
Bridal Shoes
The Shoes you will LOVE for
more than just one day

Francesca court shoe,
£220, Charlotte Mills

Chloe Rose shoes, £260, Charlotte Mills, Arabella
Luxury Slip, £295, Aemilia Couture, earrings and
sunglasses, both ASOS, Make-up brushes from Mean
Girls 10 Piece Fetch Set, £49.99, Spectrum Collections
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Styled shoot

T

eaming up with Charlotte Mills on a
sponsored shoot was a match made
in bridal heaven (where I imagine
the waiters wear pink suits and serve bridesto-be flutes of candyfloss and wedding
planners). And, after discovering Spectrum
Collection’s Instagram-worthy cafe on
Carnaby Street for the location, believe me
when I say it was all systems go in the Bridal
Editor office (my husband didn’t see me for
days, and when I did emerge, it was with
mood boards in tow and cut outs of shoes
stuck to my trousers).
The shoot was inspired by the sassy,
fashion-forward bride who happily pulls on
a sweater over her tulle Katya Katya gown
for the evening at her outdoors venue, who
doesn't play by the rules and covets a good
shoe (of course). The bride's 'getting ready'
look brought about some very cool, very
glamorous Audrey Hepburn-esque vibes,
as did the added touch of a pair of vintageinspired cat eye sunglasses.
I therefore unleash my latest editorial on
you, for you to feast your eyes upon and
(hopefully) fall in love with…
With love,

Bridal Editor x
SPRING/SUMMER 2019 103
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Meghan Pearl shoes,
£250, Charlotte Mills

Madisson gown, price on
request, Katya Katya London
Minimal earrings – DUNE,
from £249, Maison Sabben

SHOOT CREDITS
Styling: Bridal Editor | Shoes: Charlotte Mills |
Photography: Madison May Photography |
Hair and make-up: Eloise Perry Make-up |
Model: Eloise Perry | Location: Spectrum
Collections Carnaby Street store, London
104
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Charly is at the heart of Charly Mae Photography, she alone with her camera and imagination
has captured the emotions and soul of every wedding she has ever photographed. You don’t
just get a wedding photographer on your big day you get direction, creativity and a chance
to relax while Charly organises every photograph so you can have fun and enjoy your special
moment knowing that it is all being captured beautifully.
Charly is now offering wedding video packages as well as engagement photo shoot sessions.

“I can’t wait to capture your special day! ”
106_AB30.indd 1
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The brainchild of Andy Thomas, Chic Wedding Photography & Video is passionate
about making EVERY Wedding they do, FUN & UNIQUE! Having taken over 12
million images in his career Andy’s noticed that much of the Wedding images he
saw by other photographers were almost all the same! So Andy’s set about
changing the way Wedding Photography and Video is done…

Prices from £995

info@chicmedia.co.uk | chicmedia.co.uk | 07478666373

107_AB30.indd 1
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The Wedding Shop
The Wedding Shop Chelsea Townhouse

A happy

House of Hackney,
Pineapple bookends
at TWS £175

HOME

Create a stylish, elegant home with these must- have gifts
ideas, plus interior inspo from The Wedding Shop.

I

n late December, The Wedding Shop
opened London’s very first wedding gift
Townhouse - the perfect space for couples
to kick-start their wedding gift journey,
located on West London’s prestigious
Fulham Road.
Inside a real Chelsea townhouse, The Wedding
Shop Townhouse enables guests to work their
way throughout the entire house to browse
products and compile their gift list. With four
floors of inspiring, unique
and practical gifts, the Townhouse is packed
with over 3,000 products carefully curated
from The Wedding Shop’s 350 bespoke
brand partners.
The space is fully shoppable, with products
all barcoded for couples to simply scan and
add straight to their gift list. As an entirely
immersive, fully functioning home space,
guests can truly make themselves at home,
whether that’s making a Nespresso coffee in
the kitchen, playing the PlayStation in the
snug, streaming their own music through the
Marshall speakers or browsing Lonely Planet
travel guides to plan their perfect honeymoon,
the space is theirs to explore as they wish.
The Wedding Shop, the UK’s largest
independent gift list service, have undertaken
research into the world of wedding presents to
find out what couples really want, what guests
108

are willing to give and how to avoid
the modern-day pitfalls and difficulties
which can accompany wedding gifting to
ensure the happy couple have everything
they need for their newly-wedded life.
Research findings show that nearly half
(41.5%) of couples were happy with only some
of the presents they received at their wedding.
When discussed in more detail, it was found
that couples who didn’t have a wedding gift
list in place received some gifts in duplicate,
with an average of 5 dinner sets, 2 toasters
and 4 photo frames as presents. In addition,
83.3% of couples said they received more than
3 unwanted gifts at their wedding. It therefore
comes as no surprise that 44.7% of married
couples who didn’t have a gift list in place wish
they’d had one in retrospect.
Wedding gift lists at The Wedding Shop
allow couples to carefully hand select gifts
perfect for them with the help of their very
own Gift Guru. Guests are unable to select
a gift which has already been purchased by
another attendee, which avoids the chance for
any duplicates. Guests also make a monetary
pledge towards a gift of their choice, therefore
there is full flexibility for couples to even
switch gifts if desired, meaning they have full
control over their items and never receive any
unwanted gifts.

(clockwise from top) Soho Home,
House pool towel at TWS, £55; Large
3 Wick Scented Candle Royalty Tom
Dixon, £80.00 each; Super King
Duvet Cover John 1560 Missoni
Home, £504.00; Jo Malone
London, Lime Basil & Mandarin
candle at TWS, £120

Anne-Marie Jenkins, Managing Director
of The Wedding Shop, said
"The way in which couples build their gift
list has also seen significant evolution in this
time, with couples now wanting to really
personalise their selection with unique
products, something which will be even
easier to do now that they can use our app
to scan the vast selection of products that
we have in our beautiful Townhouse, along
with expert advice from our Gift Gurus”.
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The Best A Bride Can Get
Your Wedding Day, Your Love Story captured for your
memories to look back on.
You may shed a tear smile and laugh.
Thats what wedding photography should be. To tell the story
of your love, remember and hold dear through the years.
Please call for a friendly chat about your wedding story.
David Gillett
Davidgillettstudios@gmail.com
07795187688

davidgillettstudios.co.uk
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ESSEX WEDDING AWARDS
are back! BIGGER, BETTER...
and with NEW ORGANISERS
Get the date in your diary, book your
tickets and expect an evening packed
full 0of glorious wedding appreciation!

L

eading wedding brands Main Event
Weddings Shows and Absolute Bridal
are thrilled to reveal they have added the
Essex Wedding Awards to their portfolio.

This year the Essex Wedding Awards will showcase a
new look event, creating more opportunities for you to
become a wedding winner, by offering more categories
than ever before, covering the breadth of the industry,
celebrating the best of the best in the wedding sector
across Essex.

HOW TO ENTER

If you’re a wedding supplier, based in Essex and
think that your business deserves recognition
for all its hard work, then you MUST enter.
The process is simple; just visit our website
essexweddingawards.co.uk select the category or
categories of interest, then write your submission
based on the pre-written criteria you’ll find there.
Your entry will be acknowledged upon receipt.
The final closing date is 17th October 2019.
Every year companies, business and brands have grown
significantly as a direct result of becoming a finalist or
winner and, by November 2019 you too could be the
proud owner of one of our converted Pink Hearts.
We’re super proud to be hosting this year’s awards
evening at Orsett Hall Hotel, which will be providing
reception drinks canapés and a three-course dining
experience at our glittering black-tie event, which is set
to take place on the evening of 20th November.
Over the course of coming year, we’ll continue to bring
you lots of news, views, tips and opportunities to find
out more, so don’t forget to follow us on Facebook
(Essex Wedding Awards) and, if you’d like to ensure that
you receive our regular entry updates and information
about all the winners and finalists, simply email writing
‘EWA Updates- Opt in’ to info@mainweddingsandevents.
co.uk

PARTNERSHIPS &
SPONSORSHIPS OPPORTUNITIES
Why not boost the profile of your brand by securing
sponsorship at the prestigious Essex Wedding Awards
2019. We have put together bespoke sponsorship packages
to put your company in the spotlight.
• For further information please contact a member
of the Essex Wedding Awards team 01245 895470
• The Essex Wedding Awards are supported by
Essex County Council, Southend–On–Sea Council
and Thurrock Council.

Essex Wedding Awards_Edit.indd 1
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20th November 2019 at
Orsett Hall Hotel & Spa

A

fter the exciting new ownership
of The Essex Wedding Awards,
MAIN EVENT WEDDING
SHOWS LTD would like to invite you to
enter into the forthcoming awards.
Why enter?
After working with so many excellent
suppliers in the Essex area over the past
10 years, we recognise your hard work,
dedication and excellent standard of services
given to couples getting married in our
area. Many of you go above and beyond
the norm, especially behind the scenes,
to make sure that the best day of your
clients’ life goes to plan. We know that
there is an excellence of service that
exceeds expectations in many cases,
so now is your opportunity to shine
and let people know. We have now
selected more categories and
more opportunities for you to
choose from.
What will I gain?
As a Finalist
or winner,
our transparent
independent judging
process will give you
the opportunity to be
recognised as an
independent
company offering

Now in its
8th year!

a first class service in the wedding industry.
This means that you can let everyone know
about you and the fantastic service you give.
You will benefit from the following:
• An invite to the prestigious black-tie Gala
Dinner on 20th November 2019 at Orsett
Hall Hotel and Spa, to present the awards to
the winners.
• Use of the EWA Finalist or Winners Logo
on all of your marketing material, be it
website, social media or business cards, for a
12 month period.
• You will have an Increased Industry profile
for your high level of service, recognised
by an established and respected awards
company.
• For winners, the coveted Winners Trophy
• Coverage of the Gala Dinner in Absolute
Bridal magazine.
• Full details of finalist and winners will be
given on the EWA website.
• For winners, additional spotlight editorial
coverage in Absolute Bridal magazine over the
coming year.
So don’t delay, visit essexweddingawards.
co.uk or call 01245 895470 for more details

Visit essexweddingawards.co.uk or call 01245 895470
Essex Wedding Awards_Advert.indd 1
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Lucy’s
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based
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Braintree, Essexwedding
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  and
 affordable
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towers
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  cupcake





sweet cones and          
other
treats
for
every
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07581 397724
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 day
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Chocolate
filled
luxury
table
Chocolate
ﬁlled
luxury
tablefavours
favour and
giftsbridal
to
party gifts
to enhance
your day
special day
enhance
your special

Tel: 0845 9000 543
www.thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
info@thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
TheChocolateFavourBox
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10%

discount code:
ABCMAG19
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At Amaysing Bakes, we produce luxury
bespoke cakes made from the ﬁnest
ingredients at an aﬀordable price.

• All dietary requirements catered for.
• We also make cookies, cupcakes, macarons, cake favours
and meringue kisses. Ideal as favours or unique gifts.
Tel: 07905828520 Email: claire@amaysingbakes.co.uk
https://clairejtownsend.wixsite.com/amaysingbakes
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NirvaNa

ChoColat

7

by Melinda Leigh

S

Step into a world of your imagination

pecialising in hand crafted Belgian
chocolate wedding favours and gifts.
We pride ourselves in our attention
to detail and personalised communication
with our customers, in order to bring
your ideas to life!
Offering an extensive range of truffles,
alcoholic chocolates, fruit based fillings,
solid chocolates, soft centred shelled
chocolates and even chocolate lollipops
for the little ones, we have you covered.

CoNtaCt Mel:

Ã
Clock Tower Cakes Ltd
Ã

We can also match your wedding theme
or colours and invite you to “Step into a
world of your imagination” so we can help
make your special day unique to you.

tel: 07716 847205 eMail: info@nirvanachocolat.co.uk
Website: www.nirvanachocolat.co.uk
soCial Media:

NirvanaChocolat

NirvanaChocolat

nirvana_chocolat

Making the extraordinary a piece of cake

Ã

Ã

- Complete bespoke design service - Professionally trained and qualiﬁed - Allergies catered for
- 5 Star reputation, reviews & service
T: 07522737504 | E: clocktowercakes@gmail.com |

www.clocktowercakes.co.uk
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Helena Cotter

OCO

Wow

alling all brides
to be. At last,
the definitive book
to help you on
your quest to find
the wedding dress
of your dreams.
Combined with a
unique personal
journal for you to record this exciting
part of your bridal plans, this book
will be the essential tool you'll need
to make the most out of your
shopping experience.
With over 25 years in the Industry,
Helena Cotter has put together her
unrivalled knowledge and advice to
help you from start to finish, during
what should be one of the most
enjoyable aspects of your adventure
into married life.
The book costs £10.99 and is available
through Amazon, Waterstones and
Foyles. Helena is also attending bridal
shows this year to promote her book.
Follow her on Instagram for details &
the latest news @hcthewowfactor

The

Factor:

How, When
& Where to
Buy Your
Wedding
Dress

DAYS EVENTS

!

DIAMOND

!

OO

Calling all
brides to be

+

Get your hands on the
newest bridal guide:

‘The Wow Factor’
How, when and where to buy
your wedding dress.

WWW.DIAMONDDAYSEVENTS.CO.UK
114

The deﬁnitive book &
personal journal for
brides to be like you.
Written by Helena Cotter,
the Bridal Retail
Industry expert.
Available through Amazon,
Waterstones and Foyles,
only £10.99

!

Lorraine Carroll Business Owner:
07811146323 | lorraine@diamonddaysevents.co.uk
Stephanie Hall Events Manager:
07964551303 | stephanie@diamonddaysevents.co.uk

!

With thirty years of wedding and events experience,
we know how to make your event one to remember.
From the decorations to the table planning and
entertainment, we help you build your event from the
ground up. Diamond Days Events has many wonderful
venues in and around London and further aﬁeld, we
are pleased to be able to oﬀer many private clubs,
stately homes and quirky places for your wedding.

Follow her on
Instagram:
hcthewowfactor

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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At It’s in the Party Bag we offer various services from simple
to real wow factor such as:

Sweet Carts, Candy Floss, Popcorn and Donut Walls, Post Boxes,
Photo Booths, Magic Mirrors and Light Up Letters.
It's in the Party Bag is focused on providing a high quality
service and client satisfaction and with a variety of products
and services to choose from we're sure you
will be happy working with us.
Feel free to contact us for a no obligation quote.
Mobile: 07702 122 768
Email: hannah@itsinthepartybag.co.uk

itsinthepartybag
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Planning

Let’s plan a party
The perfect guide on how to plan a summer wedding

W

ith over 30 years’ experience in event
planning, Tim Hanbury launched Apollo
Event Consultants (www.apollo-ec.
co.uk) in 2002 and is one of the best when it comes to
designing, planning and creating some of the most exciting
and innovative parties, society weddings and events in the
country. Party planner to the likes of Diana Ross, Mick
Jagger and the Royal family, here he shares his expert advice
and insights into summer weddings:

King of marquees
If you’re going for a marquee at home, in beautiful estate
grounds or attached to a venue, opt for a modern version
of the king pole marquee. With the possibility to create
extra height, these create a look that is simply stunning
from the outside in. Be sensitive to the environment when
considering your colour scheme as these work beautifully
with a natural palette.
A consideration not to forget is guest parking. It’s crucial
for a hassle free event. Ensure you have plenty of room and
that it’s reasonably flat, ideally with hard standing. If you
have 40 cars going through a field it won’t be long before it
becomes boggy. You also want to make sure cars can get out
again after the party!

Running colourfully wild
When it comes to florals, wild and romantic featuring
lots of garden flowers such as roses, stocks, sweet peas and
peonies work really well for a summer wedding. Table
flowers can look like they’ve been cut from the garden and
mix it up with small trees to embellish a simple backdrop.
In fact, the use of abundant greenery and trees to enhance
the overall look and create a whimsical style is proving
popular. When it comes to colour, anything goes. Pastels
and nude shades – blush pinks, coral and silver tones –
always work well but this year we’re also seeing the return
of bolder colours too.

Food glorious food
Sit down dinners will be shorter, leaving more time for
fun and revelry. Grazing tables with opulent displays of
sharing foods will be big for 2019 and beyond. Instantly
eye-catching and playing a visual part of your overall
wedding design, guests can help themselves and they are an
interesting alternative to the traditional canape reception.
They provide a lovely way to get guests chatting and you
can eat as much as you want which reduces wastage. Long
banqueting tables will feature low floral centrepieces so that
guests can socialise easily with gorgeous scented candles
dotted around.
If you’re having a big wedding that has guests spanning
four or five generations and want to go down the more
traditional wedding breakfast route, the best advice is to
keep it simple. Provide a good meat dish and then an even
better veggie option – a few guests may change their mind
on the day, which the caterers will allow for. Accompany
the main dish with lots of fresh vegetables and finish with
a refreshing pudding to clear the palette. We would also
advise to have some delicious classic canapés and plenty of
them as receptions can take a couple of hours and you don’t
want guests keeling over before dinner is served!
If you want to ensure the party carries on into the small
hours, bring out some munchies around 11.30pm – pulled
pork baps, croque monsieurs, bacon sandwiches and
pizza. It eliminates hunger, warms guests back up and
revives them for another couple of hours!

Out with a Bang
Fireworks around this time are also a great way to reenergize your guests. They are so romantic on warm
summer nights and when done to music too, complete an
amazing day. Choose a reputable company and keep the
display to around 2-3 minutes, depending on the content
of the display and your budget. Sometimes it’s better to
keep it brief but with maximum impact!

For more information about Apollo Event Consultants, its work and what it can
do for you,visit www.apollo-ec.co.uk or call 01428 658624
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Light Tones

The LightTones are an exciting and versatile
acoustic duo, with vocals, piano and guitar
specialising in Pop, Rock, Country and Jazz
throughout the decades.

info@lighttones.co.uk

www.lighttones.co.uk

Mobile DJ Hire
Photo Booth Hire
Starlit Dance Floor Hire
LOVE Letters Hire

117_AB30.indd 1
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Stationary

These super stylish designs are available
from www.lucysaysido.com

A stylish

STATEMENT
Get your stationary on point for your wedding
with invites from of these top suppliers









Key info to include on your invitations
The name of the couple (that’s you and your partner)
The name of the people inviting the guest, this could be the couple,
brides parents or both sets of parents
Your venue, with full address details
The wedding date
The time of the ceremony
The name(s) of the guests being invited, plus don’t forget to indicate
if a plus one or kids can come
RSVP - It’s worth having a separate card for this, so the guests can 		
note if they have dietary requirements

Beautiful wedding stationary available from www.papier.com
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teve dean magic
Have you ever witnessed unexplainable
events or illusions so convincing
that they leave you fascinated and
completely spellbound?

Photography By Esme Robinson Photography

Steve is a master in his class at wedding
celebrations. From Grand Hotels to Garden
Marquees, Steve has entertained in them all.

 07719 261147
 www.stevedeanmagic.com

We are a family run business specialising in providing Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting for your
special day. It’s a fun competitive way to bring both sides of the family together.
Stag and Hen options also available.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements and quote promo code ABM10
to receive 10% off your tailored package

Tel: 07884463679
www.oxfordshireoutdoorpursuits.co.uk
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Honeymoons

Honeymoon

Hotspots
The most stylish destinations around the
globe for a once in-a lifetime honeymoon
Beach
Honeymoon

Salt of Palmar, Mauritius resort

SALT OF PALMAR, MAURITIUS

Recently launched hotel SALT of Palmar opened on
the east coast of Mauritius on 1 November 2018.
The SALT of Palmar building is an iconic edifice that
leads straight onto Palmar beach originally designed in
2005 by revered Mauritian architect, Maurice Giraud.
It houses 59 rooms all overlooking the sea, garden or
the 25-metre lap pool, and has been transformed by
Mauritian architect Jean Francois Adam in collaboration
with French designer Camille Walala.
A humanistic approach to hospitality, SALT is the
perfect spot for culturally curious honeymooners
looking for a trip with a difference. SALT takes its guests
to people - not just places - connecting them to locals
and their way of life. SALT guests have the opportunity
to connect directly with locals via the Skill Swap
programme, exchanging their time and talent with local
producers, designers and artisans such as fisherman,
potters and basket weavers. The food philosophy at
the restaurant is fresh, local, homemade, seasonal and
zero-waste.
There’s no shortage of activities on offer for
newlyweds: the SALT Equilibrium comes complete
with a salt room, couples treatment room and a team
of local therapists offering a selection of salt-based
treatments to energise, relax and detoxify. Sunrise
Run Clubs, swim clubs, meditation sessions, hiking and
photography tours allow couples to build a community
based on shared interests, and honeymooners can
explore the surrounding turquoise waters on guided
snorkelling and kayaking trips.

THE MARBELLA CLUB, SPAIN

Founded by Prince Alfonso Von
Hohenlohe in 1954, the now-legendary
Marbella Club began its journey as a
beautifully rustic beach club, attracting
Hollywood film stars,
including Brigitte Bardot
and Audrey Hepburn, as
well as European royalty
and nobility. Situated in
the heart of Andalucía’s
‘Golden Mile’, the
Marbella Club is now
one of Europe’s most sought after resorts
that promises a truly magical, rejuvenating
and spoiling experience for every member
of the family. The Marbella Club is a
welcoming and secluded Andalucían haven
that promises a truly magical, rejuvenating
and spoiling experience for honeymooners.
Embodying the ‘perfectly imperfect’ ethos
of the hotel, the villas are decorated with
rustic, handmade furnishings and elegant,
pared-back décor. Complete with private
pools, luxurious accomodation, kitchen

facilities and sun patios,
couples benefit from
enjoying the security and
seclusion of their private
villa, whilst accessing the
hotel’s many perks, namely
the Thalasso spa, Holistic Centre, and
mouthwatering gastronomy at the various
on-site restaurants and bars. Sitting under La
Concha mountain, Marbella Club enjoys a
unique microclimate making it a destination
of year-round travel that’s ripe for activities
such as hiking, cycling, horse-riding, tennis,
golf and even skiing at its sister hotel El
Lodge in the Sierra Nevada.
To Book: rates start from €390 / £340
on a B&B basis
www.marbellaclub.com/en/

To book: rates start from USD $200 / £154
per double room per night on a bed and
breakfast basis.
www.saltresorts.com/en/mauritius/hotel/
saltofpalmar
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Honeymoons

SÃO LOURENÇO DO
BARROCAL, ALENTEJO,
PORTUGAL

Situated in the wild and unspoilt Alentejo
region of Portugal, São Lourenço do
Barrocal is the perfect off-grid hideaway
for honeymooners looking for a break
away from the stresses of daily life. The
780-hectare estate and monte Alentejano
dates back 200 years, and has been
restored by eighth generation owner José
Antonio Uva alongside a passionate and
carefully-selected local team, transforming
it from a cluster of farm buildings into
a unique hotel concept, farm-to-table
restaurant, winery, spa and organic farm.
Newlyweds can spend days floating
above the estate from their private hot
air balloon, complete with picnic basket
and sparkling wine from the estate’s very
own winery, or setting off on horse-back
through the vineyards. Evenings will see

mini
moon
couples retreat to a secluded spot on the
estate, whether this be underneath one of
the estate’s olive trees or old bull-fighting
ring, where they will be treated to a private
dining experience sampling local cuisine
from the hotel’s farm-to-table restaurant,
whilst live jazz music or cante alentejano
(traditional singing from the Alentejo) plays
softly nearby. Honeymooners can indulge
in couples spa treatments, tailored to their
individual needs, using Susanne Kaufmann’s
line of botanically-inspired organic products.
To Book: rates start from €170 / £148
per night on a Bed and Breakfast basis,
based on double occupancy. https://
barrocal.pt

LE GRAND BELLEVUE,
GSTAAD, SWITZERLAND

Le Grand Bellevue combines the
grandiose architecture of a Palace
hotel with the stylish, contemporary
interior design of a boutique
hotel and spa, making it an ideal
honeymoon destination. Home to
bold colours, eye-catching prints,
elegant furnishings and a continually
crackling fire, Le Grand Bellevue is
a perfect choice for couples looking
for a sumptuous hideaway in the
Swiss Alps. Home to one of the
most romantic suites in the Alps,

the double-height Etoile Suite is steeped
in Swiss charm thanks to original exposed
beams and spectacular views of Gstaad,
but it is the bathroom that truly defines
this room as a honeymooner’s heaven. Its
vaulted ceiling is dotted with twinkling lights,
whilst a glass-roofed Jacuzzi allows guests
to marvel at the extraordinary night skies
that give the suite its name. Elsewhere, the
Michelin starred restaurant LEONARD’s
and the rustic Le Petit Chalet provide
exceptional dining options for newlyweds,
whilst the 3,000sqm offers a vast sanctuary
for world-class wellness, perfect for some
pre-wedding pampering in the Thermal
Oasis with 17 different heat therapy
treatments.
To book: rates from CHF 650 / £500
per room based on double occupancy on
a half-board basis.
https://bellevue-gstaad.ch/
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Honeymoons
AN ECUADOREAN ODYSSEY

adventure
Honeymoons

Galapagos pioneers, Metropolitan Touring,
recently introduced a new Island-2-Island
programme - a luxury take on island
hopping and perfect for adventurers
who want to experience this bucket list
destination without being confined to
a boat. The week-long safari combines
stays at two of the archipelago’s best
hotels – the Finch Bay Galápagos Hotel
and Scalesia Lodge - connected by a short
and spectacular flight between the two
islands. Staying in Scalesia Lodge’s luxurious
safari-style tents, newlyweds will explore
Isabela’s most remote regions, including
hiking to the rim of the active Sierra Negra
volcano, spotting white-tipped reef sharks
and Galapagos penguins in the Tintoreras
islets and swimming with sea lions.
Following another scenic flight, couples
will land on Santa Cruz Island and check
into the Galapagos’ only beachfront hotel.
Accompanied by expert guides, guests
will set out on the hotel’s private Sea Lion
yacht to discover throngs of scaled iguanas
on neighbouring isles, kayak through the
mangroves of Divine Bay and spot the
iconic Galapágos tortoises in the highlands.

Back on mainland Ecuador, honeymooners
can head to Mashpi Lodge, a glass fronted
eco-lodge in the heart of the Cloud
Forest, to soar high above the forest in the
Dragonfly canopy gondola or peddle their
way through the canopy spotting chattering
monkeys and the reserve’s 400 species
of bird on the unique tandem ‘skybike’.
Expert local naturalist guides join guests
in exploring the forest on a host of
different hikes
To Book: rates from USD $681 /
£523 per person per night based on
two sharing, including activities, meals,
guiding and return shared transfers
from main Quito hotels.
www.mashpilodge.com

ADVENTURES IN SRI LANKA
WITH RESPLENDENT CEYLON

This Sri Lankan adventure begins at Ceylon
Tea Trails, Sri Lanka’s first tea planter’s
bungalow resort located in the country’s
central highlands. Days can be spent cycling
through the tea fields between bungalows,
kayaking on the lake, white water rafting
and hiking to the top of Adam’s Peak,
home to the “sacred footprint”. Come
nightfall, guests are invited to join Tea Trails’
resident naturalists on a night trail through
the highlands spotting different types of
amphibians, sleeping lizards, snakes, wild
boar and jungle cats, before retiring to
their bungalow for a private dinner next to
a roaring fire. Follow with an adrenalineinducing sea plane flight from Castlereagh
Lake down to Koggala Lake, where guests will
be taken over to Tea Trails’ sister resort, Cape
Weligama. Couples can set off on the resort’s
signature whale watching experience on an
exclusive seven-hour adventure in search

122

of these majestic creatures, as well as snorkel,
boogie board, cycle through nearby rice paddies
and deep sea fish.
End at newly opened Wild Coast Tented Lodge
in Yala National Park and comprises 28 tented
“cocoon suites” clustered around private pools,
offering the excitement of a safaristyle adventure in the upmost
comfort and luxury. The suites,
along with the open-air bambooclad bar and restaurant – are
designed to mirror the boulders
scattered across the golden beach
beyond, with the latter wrapping
around an enormous free-form
swimming pool. Expert wilderness
guides seek out Yala’s best kept
secrets, offering glimpses of Sri
Lanka’s magnificent biodiversity,
from illusive elephants and
leopards, to incredible birdlife, and

a variety of learning experiences are on
offer including lectures on wild elephant
behaviour, bird watching workshops and
nature walks.
To Book: Overnight stays at Tea
Trails start from USD $722 / £555 per
room per night, on an all-inclusive
basis, based on two sharing.
www.resplendentceylon.com
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Start your next chapter with
an

adventure...

Find your honeymoon
inspiration at
travel.chelmsfordstar.coop

✓Independent agent

✓Covering most tour operators
✓Widest selection available
✓Local business
Braintree 01376 551444
Chelmsford 01245 490290
Find us in
Quadrant department stores

ABTA Number: 86162 / 96376

@CStarTravel

Big or small we can turn most gardens into
an authentic festival experience. With the
added bonus of not having to find your lift
home in a muddy field afterwards.

Wedding Day

Dog Chaperone Services
Share your precious wedding day
with your entire family

Kit hire starts with the Main Stage Package
including Main Stage and Canopy, Dance
Arena, Signage and Bunting, Festoon lighting,
Hay Bales, Tickets and Wristbands. Or if it’s
a weekender you want, we can even add
Camping and Toilets. Your festival can have
it all, just a bit smaller and hopefully
a bit less muddy.
Our Rentival Crew provide a site visit on
request to help you plan and all prices include
safe installation and removal of equipment.
Everything you need to make your wedding
go off like a frog in a sock.

For more information find us at rentival.co.uk

Rebecca Shalka

M: 07791720074
E: rebecca@adventuretails.co.uk
www.adventuretails.co.uk
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Grooms
Fedora Hat,
Matalan, £6.00

Men's Koppel Mesh
Chronograph watch
– silver, Georg
Jensen, £1,095.00

Chilli Print Shirt,
White Stuff, £49.
95

P
U
N
E
T
R
A
SM
T
C
A
R
U
O
Y
Salvador Regatta
Shorts, £40.00

Blue Jacket,
Next, £75.00

What to pack for
a city-moon

Sightseeing in the city, you’ll want to be
comfortable, without letting the side down on
the style front. Roam the city in these high-street
pieces to keep you looking sharp

FoR Navy T-Shirt with Printed
Back, Burton, £18.00
Blue floral cross body
bag, River Island, £18.00

Oxford Shirt, Debenhams
Racing Green, £28.00

Navy colour
blocked card
holder, River
Island, £12.00

OneStep 2 Instant Camera,
Polaroid, £119.99

Le Bicycle Washbag,
Rex London, £14.95

Signature Leather LaceUp Trainer, Next, £48.00

Tank Cabin, Mandarna
Duck, £249.00
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White Stuff,
Lymington Linen Shirt,
nt Swim Shorts,
£55.00. Fordy Wave Pri
0
White Stuff, £35.0

Stripe Gold Tee,
Debenhams, £20.00
Sunglasses,
Topman, £12.00
Palm Swim shorts,
Matalan, £10.00

SUNSET
HIP

Grey shorts,
Primark, £10.00

What to pack for
a beach-moon
Trying to look good while saving money for a
wedding is not easy, so we’ve rounded up the
best menswear clothing available to buy from
the high street, all for under £45.00
Sunset Graphic Tee,
White Stuff, £25.00

Hat, Topman,
£15.00
Blue Short Sleeve
Shirt, Next,
£22.00

Mustard foldover
backpack,
TKmaxx, £14.99

Striped Beach Towel, HomeSense, £12.99

Monogrammed
Travel Gift Set, NotAnother-Bill, £80.00

Suitcase, Mandarna Duck,
£155.00

Stripe Slider, Next, £14.00

Available from Debenhams
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THE

ALENTA
DUO

Live music adds elegance and
atmosphere to any occasion.
The Alenta Guitar Duo oﬀer
a stunning repertoire of songs
to enhance your special day.
We can provide:
Your choice of song arranged
and played by us for the
brides entrance
PROFESSIONAL DJ / COMPÈRE  ALL DAY OPTION  UP LIGHTING
 LED DANCE FLOOR  'LOVE' LETTERS  SPECIAL EFFECTS

T: 07831232322 / 01992 554719
E: info@howardneildiscotheques.co.uk

www.howardneildiscotheques.co.uk
WEDDING SPECIALISTS

Beautiful live music for your
ceremony and drinks reception
Contact Calvin on:
07583 487134 or thealentaduo@gmail.com
Facebook: alentaduo Instagram: @alentaduo

www.alentaduo.com

Wedding and Events Pianist
Nigel Hammond

with mobile piano

Walk down the aisle to Nigel’s magical bespoke arrangement of your favourite tune, enjoy his music
to relax with your guests at the drinks reception or wedding breakfast. Nigel is a reliable, versatile
and talented pianist who has a range of beautiful mobile upright pianos which he can bring to your
wedding venue or he can perform on your venue’s grand piano if available.

Packages available from £195 (5% discount code: ABM288)
@nigelhammondmusic
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@nhammondmusic
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Real Wedding

How
kris &
samantha
said

“

“I

do

Kris, 32 and Samantha, 34 opted for
a magical modern wedding at
Coltsfoot Country Retreat

Kris and I met through mutual
friends on a skiing holiday back in
Feb 2015 to Andorra. We just clicked
from day one and had such a great
holiday so agreed to meet up when
we got back to the UK and the rest is
now history!
We got engaged during a trip to
New York in November 2017. Kris
surprised me on the last day whilst we
were walking through Central Park. It
was made even more special because
we actually went to Diamond Row
and had my ring handmade which was
a lovely thing to do together! It also
meant I had a perfectly timed 7 hour
flight home to start wedding magazine
reading, research and planning. Kris
actually said during his speech that
he thinks most of the wedding was
planned before we even landed back
in the UK.

Kris and I were keen to stay local so we
could invite all our friends and family to
join us and celebrate our wedding, so we
knew it would be a Hertfordshire venue.
Having the option for our guest to stay
before and after the big day was super
important to us, especially so we could
relive the fun and frolics of the special
occasion over a breakfast together.
The venue itself and the surrounding
grounds are gorgeous and we have
some great photos of the two of us in the
countryside taking full advantage of the
views, also our guests loved to spot the
Alpacas out the window.
I was so excited about becoming Mrs
Kane that it meant anything you could
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Real Wedding

personalise got added to the wedding décor.
I had a Mr and Mrs Kane wooden block
and engraved Mr and Mrs wooden hearts to
scatter on the tables. I also bought lanterns
for the tree outside and to place along the
aisle, accompanied by gipsofila and ivy
draped from the wooden beams in the venue,
around the cake and on the chairs, to create a
truly fairy-tale like ambience.
My flowers from the Sage Garden were
stunning. She matched the colour of my
bridesmaid dresses perfectly with Black
Baccarra roses in a country style posy.
The table flowers matched the bouquets,
presented in gorgeous glass vases with twine
hearts, which I was able to give away to some
of our guests as a thank you.
In addition each table had candles, pine
cones and named after places that meant
something to Kris and I. We didn’t have
many children at the venue – just family
relations but I arranged children’s colouring
packs to keep them entertained and Percy

Pig Wedding Sweets. Our cake was a three
tiered sponge – lemon, strawberry and
vanilla. It was decorated with hessian and
gipsofila and at the top was a wooden cut
out of Kris and I with our Pomeranian
dog Missy.
Not considering myself to be very
creative, I did surprise myself by making
most of the decorations myself (or with the
help of my mum and my bridesmaids) and
enjoyed every second! The invites, table
settings, table plan and venue decorations
were mostly made by me, by hand.
I loved our Pimp your Prosecco boxes
that we did too – I decorated wooden wine
boxes with ivy, fairy lights and then filled
them with jars of all types of berries or
other fruits, juices and flavourings, they
went down a treat.
Kris and I love a great party and we both
love the 80s and early 90s so they were
heavily featured in our dance floor list.
We had a Pianist during the day, it was
SPRING/SUMMER 2019 129
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something I always dreamed of and I
walked down the aisle to the Piano Guys
version of ‘Perfect’ which was beautiful. We
also had “Stand By Me” and “Can’t help
falling in love” playing during the signing
of the registers.
In the evening we had Alfie our DJ from
SPJ whose success was measured by the fact
the bride didn’t leave the dance floor – its
our guest’s biggest observation – I didn’t stop
dancing all night!
We did have a photobooth (supplied
through Photobuzz) and our guests got to
keep a copy of the photos but also leave one
for us in our memory book. The book has
both Kris and I in stiches looking back at the
photos – it is fair to say you can tell that the
drinks were flowing well towards the end of
the book.
Top tip
Enjoy every second – I heard so many people
say – oh the pressure will build and you
will get to the point where you wish it
would all be over and I remember thinking
I never want that to happen, so it didn’t let
it. Everything that went off plan was all part
of the journey and I wouldn’t have had it any
other way!

kris & samantha's
Little Black Book
Venue

Coltsfoot Country Retreat, Herts
www.coltsfoot.com

Bride’s dress

Justin Alexandra dress from Mia Sposa
www.weddingdressesnewcastle.co.uk

Hair

Hair by Sarah Wade
www.sarahwadehair.co.uk/

Make-up

Makeup by Jaimie Attfield
www.jaimieattfield.co.uk

Bridesmaids’ dresses

Dessy in Bordeaux
dessy.com

Groom’s suit

Marks and Spencer
www.marksandspencer.com

Flowers

The Sage Garden, Ware
thesagegarden.co.uk/

Entertainment

Paul Arnold (Pianist)
www.pianopaul.co.uk/
Alfie @ SPJ for evening DJ
www.spjuk.com

Videographer

Spotlight Weddings
www.spotlightweddings.co.uk

Catering

Coltsfoot team

Photographer

John Paul ODonnell
www.johnpaulodonnell.co.uk
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Aussie BBQ

PASSION FOR
GOOD FOOD
Celebrating 20 years of the Aussie BBQ
Eating Experience

S

o you've got the venue and the dress, now it's time to plan
the menu! For self-proclaimed foodies, opting for the Aussie
BBQ Company at your wedding will be a truly a one-of-akind experience. Now celebrating 20 years of creating delicious
dining feasts for weddings and events across the county, no wonder
Aussie BBQ has accomplished such an awesome reputation and
fabulous reviews.
Dwayne and Jennet’s plan was to bring their love of travel and all
things Aussie to weddings and events in the UK, so 20 years ago
they followed their dream and started the Aussie BBQ Company
in rural Essex. Everything is traditionally cooked outside and can
be overseen by dedicated Front of House staff for a less formal but
managed event.
Start your day with handmade canapés, then choose which
Wedding Day Experience suits you best. All meat used is fresh and
locally purchased and the chef ’s special salads have flavours inspired

Image: Tracy Williams Photography

by the owner’s travels around the world. What’s not to like!
Whether you require; day or evening catering, feature hog roast,
awesome BBQ, Aussie-Euro fusion paella or their almost legendary
locally farmed, ‘bacon sandwich’, Aussie BBQ have the answers.
Their Wedding Experiences are designed to suit your individual
needs and priced accordingly. If you have any special requirements,
they will do their very best to help.
Call to say G’day 01245 226118 or
email info@aussiebbq.co.uk
for further info.

Photography: Gavin Woollard Photography
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Quote
ABM10 for
10% discount
oﬀ the hire fee

WANTING TO ADD SOMETHING QUIRKY
TO YOUR SPECIAL DAY?

WHY NOT HIRE THE TIDDLY TUK.
A traditional Indian Tuk Tuk that has been converted
into a mobile bar, with a choice of Gin and Gin
Cocktails, chilled on tap Fizz and Lager.
Contact: enquiries@tiddlytuk.co.uk
Telephone: 07976105014

Website: www.tiddlytuk.co.uk

Shabby Chic Prosecco Trailer.
Restored horse trailer, perfect pop up bar.
Wonderful addition to your big day.

Flexible options with matching bunting and ﬂowers.
We oﬀer a range of packages including dry hire or all inclusive.
Covering Essex, Kent & London. Professional & friendly service.
Business Contact: Claire
T: 07588716144 | E: proseccopalace@outlook.com
@pr0secc0palace

www.theproseccopalace.co.uk
133_AB30.indd 1
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Full of Fizz
Hello,

We have lovingly restored and converted
a Rice Horse box into a stunning vintage
Prosecco & Gin bar.
Having been friends for 30 years we have
attended our fair share of weddings, festivals
and parties and thought it’s about time we
added our own touch of class to yours.
So we thought, ‘why not!’
We love meeting new people and we love
Prosecco and Gin!! So we have decided to
put the two together and help others enjoy
themselves , so opening a mobile prosecco bar
was the perfect opportunity to do this!
We believe a friendly, tailored, personal service
goes a long way in making the customer happy.
We want to focus on putting the customer at
the heart of it all, for a lasting impression.
Our Packages
We offer a range of different packages, but
if you can’t find one that meets your needs,
send us a message and we can put something
together just for you.
All of our packages include 2 uniformed
members of staff.

Jodi & Bonita x

For more information on our services
we offer or to book, please contact us
using the details below.
Jodi 07737 636455 | Bonita 07838 113440 |
info@fulloffizz.com | www.fulloffizz.com
Follow Us
www.facebook.com/FullofFizzLtd
www.instagram.com/FullofFizzLtd

We are Full of Fizz. We have had a Rice horse box lovingly converted into a vintage
dream from which we provide Prosecco and Gin as well as a variety of cocktails.
We can tailor make a package to suit your special event.
For all enquiries please contact us at:
Jodi: 07737 636455 | Bonita: 07838 113440
Email: info@fulloffizz.com Instagram: @fulloffizzltd Web: www.fulloffizz.com
134
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Wow PhotoBooth

are a leading supplier of Magic
Mirror Photobooths across London, Greater London and surrounding
counties covering Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire,
Kent, Surrey and Sussex.
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All Package

Magic Mirror PhotoBooths are a must have for any wedding
reception, party, celebration. See friends and family Strike a pose
in front of the Magic Mirror booth laughing like children and smiling
from ear to ear, with a free photo to remember your special day.
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All our booths come with costume items to dress up - hats, glasses
and wigs and fitted with the latest printing technology and high
resolution digital cameras providing the highest quality available
- all from WOW PhotoBooth UK.
View our mirrors in action at

wowphotobooth.co.uk

T: 07419992533 E: Info@wowphotobooth.co.uk

The Wedding Photo Booth Experts
Officially the best of British!
WINNERs oF tHE BRItIsH WEddING AWARds 2015 & 2017 ‘sPEcIAl toucHEs’ cAtEGoRy

 Exclusive stylish white booths
 Memory book & unlimited prints included
 Premium design & personalisation as standard
 British wedding award winners 2015 & 2017
 Nationwide network offering FREE delivery & setup
 Fun props - Brand new for each hire
 Fully inclusive packages - No hidden charges
 Flexible payment terms - Including credit/debit card, direct debit plans & more

07513 156883
Email us! gb11@giggle-booth.co.uk
Facebook - Giggle Booth Essex and Hertfordshire
instagram.com/giggleboothessex
giggle-booth.co.uk/essex-hertfordshire
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Show Time Events

Show
O
TIME

T

he team at Showtime Events & Drapes have provided first class
personalised entertainment at hundreds of weddings all over
Central & South England, and they would love to work with you
to deliver a bespoke evening reception for your BIG day too!
Their reputation for delivering the best in boogie has developed
over 15 years, allowing you to relax in the knowledge their high
energy events will give everyone a night to remember for many
years to come.
When you book a Showtime DJ you can expect an elegant show
comprising of the following elements: a DJ experienced in your type
of event, sufficient lighting to create a great party atmosphere, a sound
system suited to your room and all the songs you could possibly want

requested by you through
their online planner service.
As well as their standard
show, Showtime Events &
Drapes also offer ‘extras’ to
boost your big night! A few
finishing touches can put
that extra whizz, bang fizz into your firework of a wedding. They can
provide décor up lighting, LED dance floors, huge ‘LOVE’ letter lights,
bubbles, confetti, candy carts, back drops and much more! They can
show you what you might like whilst always focusing on items that will
suit your venue.

Why not use the experience of Showtime Events & Drapes to help you deliver your perfect evening reception?
For more information get in touch now: info@itsshowtimeevents.co.uk | 079498300940
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ASPIRE - ENQUIRE - ESQUIRE

Esquire can organise your wedding car to compliment your day either making a statement from a modern day super saloon
such as one of our Maserati’s or a Classic white Rolls Royce. Esquire can acquire virtually any car if you have a specific
requirement. We also can offer the Chic 70’s style VW Camper van to take all the bridesmaids, bride and bride’s mother.

07807 235239 • www.esquirecarhire.com • enquiries@esquirecarhire.com

We are a friendly and family run business which offers a unique experience for all occasions
(including weddings, christenings, communions parties and company events etc.) We pride ourselves
on the magical memories that we provide to the customers as well as the excellent customer service
that we offer. Please do not hesitate to book early to avoid any disappointment.
Please feel free to contact us for deals and prices that we offer for each package,
to suit you and any extras that you require.

COVERING ALL OCCASIONS

HERTFORDSHIRE | ESSEX | CAMBRIDGESHIRE | BEDFORDSHIRE | LONDON | MIDDLESEX | KENT

BOOK NOW 07966 274 534
dave@magicalmirrorphotobooth.co.uk | magicalmirrorphotobooth.co.uk
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Luxury Wedding Cars for your Special Day

Phone: 01438 717007
Email: weddingcarsofherts.ds@gmail.com
weddingcarsofherts

weddingcarsofherts.co.uk

VINTAGE DREAMS
Essex & Suffolk Wedding Cars

Proms, Weddings and Special Occasions
Winner of several awards

Milly and Lilly can each carry up to seven people

Watch our video on the website • www.vintagedreams.co.uk
www.colchesterweddingcars.com • www.essexandsuffolkweddingcars.co.uk

01206 212 443 • 07973 440 819
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Diamond wedding rings from £324
Download free e - catalogue from
coojewellers.com/zaradownload

COO Jewellers Ltd
Suite 53, 5th Floor,
New House, 68 Hatton Garden,
London EC1N 8JY

COO jewellers_FPA_AB30.indd 1

COO Jewellers Ltd
Martels Wedding & Events Village
High Easter Road, Barnston
Essex CM6 1NA

Interest free
credit available.
See website for
full details.
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